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The growing concern for the shortage of primary care physicians (PCPs) 
prompted a government legislation to designate areas where shortage in the delivery of 
primary care services occurs. The implemented systems (e.g., HPSA, MUA, and MUP) 
analyze utilization of health services within confined administrative units and fail to 
account for spatial interactions that occur across administrative borders. This research 
examines the spatial accessibility to PCPs and the underlying demographic and 
socioeconomic settings. With the Nashville Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) as a 
study area, this study utilized data from the U.S. Census 2000 and 2010, as well as the 
known locations of (PCPs) collected in 2010. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
provided the tools by which the processing and analysis of the data was carried out. 
Specifically, network analysis was applied to estimate travel time and service area 
coverage. A Two-Step Floating Catchment Area (2SFCA) method was implemented to 
measure spatial accessibility to PCPs. This method was applied to measure accessibility 
at the level (census block) that most accurately represents the spatial population of the 
Nashville MSA. In addition, this research implemented several distance-decay functions 
in addition to the dichotomous function of the standard 2SFCA method. This research has 
found that the majority of the population residing in the Nashville MSA enjoyed good 
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spatial accessibility to PCPs. However, the highest percentages of those resided in areas 
of low accessibility were located in periphery rural areas as well as isolated areas poorly 
connected to the roadway network due to certain physical barriers such as lakes and 
streams. Moreover, this research has found that, in general, non-spatial factors intensified 
the most where there was good accessibility to PCPs. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Infectious outbreaks and communicable diseases kill the lives of millions every 
year worldwide, yet many of those cases could have been treated around the time of 
infection. However this is particularly not the case for non-infectious diseases for the 
reason that they usually take longer to develop and, depending on the case, could be 
diagnosed and treated early on. In some cases, regular visits to a physician can identify 
diseases before they progress, while in others a quick trip to a medical facility could 
make the difference between life and death. Access to health care, however, is considered 
a privilege in many parts of the world, with many people are either denied or unable to 
acquire basic medical services. Access to health care services could indicate (1) the 
availability of facilities, physicians, staff, medical equipment, and drugs, and the ability 
to request or pay for the medical service; or (2) the physical means and routes utilized to 
reach the location of the medical service. Hence, the factors influencing access in one 
part of the world may not necessarily be the same as those affecting another. A villager in 
Kenya might only consider the long trip on foot to see a doctor in the next village, while 
a single mother in New York ponders the subway and bus rides she and her daughter 
need to take to get to the pediatrician. Moreover, disparities in the delivery of health care 
could increase morbidity and death rates damaging the resources of many nations around 
the world. To address such a problem, “governments, NGOs, academic institutions and 
the private sector are working together to improve access to health care, drugs, vaccines 
and other vital medical resources.” (Global health progress, 2011). One of the outcomes 
of this interest is the introduction of the “primary health care movement” by the World 
Health Organization (WHO) thirty years ago (2011).
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Guagliardo (2004) identified primary care as “the most important form of health 
care for maintaining population health because it is relatively inexpensive, can be more 
easily delivered than specialty and inpatient care, and if properly distributed it is most 
effective in preventing disease progression on a large scale” (p. 1). Unfortunately, the 
important role that primary care assumes in communities across the U.S., however, is met 
a reality with a dwindling number of primary care physicians in the face of changing 
socioeconomic and demographic conditions (New England Healthcare Institute (NEHI), 
2009). This short supply of primary care physicians (and facilities or equipment), is 
affecting many Americans who reside in the areas where such shortage is prominent 
(Government Accountability Office (GAO), 2006). To answer for such a predicament, 
the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), through the Health Resources 
and Services Administration (HRSA), initiated a program that identifies the shortage of 
health care (HRSA, 2011c). Such programs assist the U.S. Government to assign the 
proper funding to alleviate the impact of shortage of health care on communities across 
the U.S. It is estimated that the U.S. Federal Government allocated as much as $3 billion 
in 2005 to address primary health care shortage supervised by the HRSA (Government 
Accountability Office (GAO), 2006). Therefore, identifying health care shortage, 
delivery, and accessibility has become a great interest to the scientific community as well 
as policy makers (Guagliardo M. F., 2004; Luo & Qi, 2009; Yang, Goerge, & Mullner, 
2006). 
To assess barriers that limit access to health care, Penchansky & Thomas (1981) 
defined five types of obstacles to access health care, including: availability, accessibility, 
affordability, acceptability, and accommodation. Availability to primary health care 
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describes the sum of services available for people to choose from, while accessibility also 
considers the impedance (as distance or time) of traveling between the location of the 
service (e.g., physicians or facilities) and the location of the population demanding such a 
service (Penchansky & Thomas, 1981). These two barriers/dimensions of access are 
spatial in nature and are referred to as “spatial accessibility”, which is a key to 
determining how equitably distributed primary care services are in geographic space 
(Bagheri, Benwell, & Holt, 2005). 
This thesis research investigates spatial accessibility to primary care physicians in 
the Nashville Metropolitan Statistical Area (NMSA) by employing available digital data 
on (1) the locations of primary care physicians (PCPs) operating in the study area, (2) the 
population representing the demand for this health service, and (3) the cost of travelling 
over a road network connecting the supply and demand. The analysis was carried in a 
Geographic Information System (GIS). GIS is defined as a computerized system that is 
used to capture, store, query, analyze, and display geospatial data (Chang, 2006). One of 
the most powerful tools that GIS incorporates is that of network analysis, a critical 
technique of accessibility study in an interurban context. 
The study was conducted using the Nashville Metropolitan Statistical Area 
(Nashville MSA) as study area (Figure. 1.1). The Nashville MSA is a Metropolitan 
statistical area centered in Nashville with a total area of 5,762 square miles, and it is the 
home to about 1,590,000 people with an increase of 21.2% over the 2010 estimates (U.S. 
Census Bureau, 2011d). The latest designation of the U.S. Census Bureau (2010) of the 
Nashville MSA is comprised of 13 counties including: Cannon, Cheatham, Davidson, 
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Dickson, Hickman, Macon, Robertson, Rutherford, Smith, Sumner, Trousdale, 
Williamson, and Wilson (Figure. 1.1).  
The city of Nashville is the capital of the state of Tennessee and second in urban 
population only to Memphis, TN. The city itself lies within Davidson County in the 
north-central part of Tennessee. Founded in 1779, the city has grown vastly and became a 
major hub for trade, industry, and arts (Bucy, 1995). This growth led to the consolidation 
of the governments of both Davidson County and the City of Nashville on April 1, 1963 
(Metropolitan government of Nashville & Davidson county, 2011). Having already been 
a center of trading routes because of its river port and railroad center (Figure. 1.2), the 
city grew and attracted a lot of attention and investment in the past twenty years. This 
growth had an great effect on the neighboring towns, such as Brentwood, Franklin, 
Murfreesboro, Smyrna, and Lebanon, and they, in turn, expanded and attracted 
investment in many industries (e.g., automobile production, finance, health care 
management, higher education, insurance, music production, printing & publishing, 
technology manufacturing and tourism) (Nashville convention and visitors bureau, 2011). 
The Nashville MSA also functions as a transportation hub with several 
transportation routes converging here. There are three major Interstate highways crossing 
the MSA: I-65, I-40, and I-24. The road network also includes two beltways, I-440 which 
circles the city of Nashville and I-840 which crosses several counties. According to the 
Bureau of Transportations Statistics (BTS) (2010), the Nashville-Davidson area has 
annual person-hours of highway traffic delay per person estimated at 35 hours, and a 
travel time index of 1.15. The BTS defines the Travel Time Index as “the ratio of travel 
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time in the peak period to the travel time at free-flow conditions. A value of 1.35 
indicates a 20 minute free-flow trip takes 27 minutes in the peak” (2010, p. 110). 
 
Figure 1.1. The Study Area – Nashville Metropolitan Statistical Area (NMSA). Note: 
NMSA consists of 13 counties, including Cannon, Cheatham, Davidson, Dickson, 
Hickman, Macon, Robertson, Rutherford, Smith, Sumner, Trousdale, Williamson, and 
Wilson. Data source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
 
There are also a number of airports in the Nashville MSA. The largest and most 
important by far is the Nashville International Airport. Rail service is also part of the 
Nashville MSA transportation advantage with both commuter and freight services. The 
commuter route, serviced by Music City Star regional rail service-managed by the 
Regional Transit Authority (RTA)-starts in Nashville and ends east at Lebanon with trips 
offered during the weekdays (The Regional Transportation Authority, 2011). The freight 
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rail network is operated by CSX Transportation and operates along routes traversing the 
Nashville MSA with stations at Nashville, Dickson, and Springfield (CSX, 2011). The 
road and rail networks mentioned above not only connect the MSA with neighboring 
counties, but also serve as a regional commuting and shipping corridor connecting 
several states. 
 
Figure 1.2. Close-up View of Nashville, TN. Interstate highways converge and pass 
through Nashville including I-24, I-40, and I-65. Commuter and freight rail services 
operate in the area with CSX Transportation being the largest. Its railroad station and 
yards situated to the south of the city (A).The Nashville International Airport (B) operates 
national and international flights. The map also shows the Cumberland River crossing the 
city. (Data Source: ArcGIS Online) 
 
This research hence attempts to identify the areas short of primary care services 
relative to the population they serve and also relate these underserved areas to a variety of 
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demographic, socioeconomic, transportation and accessibility factors. The HRSA (2011a) 
reports that, Nashville Metropolitan area is the home to several Health Professional 
Shortage Areas (HSPA) as well as Medically Underserved Area (MUAs)/Medically 
Underserved Population (MUP). The purpose of this research is to determine how well 
served the population of the Nashville MSA by the distribution of PCPs is, and if more 
properly located PCPs could increase that accessibility. This study addresses the 
following questions:  
1) What is the distribution of spatial accessibility to primary care physicians for the 
residents of the Nashville MSA? What is the spatial distribution of population that 
lies within these areas that are below/above the HRSA designation of shortage? Does 
spatial accessibility to PCPs differ between urban and rural areas? Previous research 
has emphasized the inferior health conditions of rural areas compared to urban areas 
(COGME, 2005; Pathman et al., 2004; Rosenblatt & Hart, 2000). Two main factors 
contribute to the acute condition of health care utilization in rural area, including: (1) 
shortage of primary care physicians operating in such areas, and (2) low spatial access 
to health care due to several socioeconomic factors that would hinder the ability to 
physically access health services. Arcury et al. (2005) noted, “In comparison with 
urban dwellers, rural residents have to travel farther to care and face other problems 
such as poor quality roads and lack of public transportation” (p. 136). Nonetheless, 
there were also concerns for the inner city population where time constraints and 
transport availability limits the access to health services (Field & Briggs, 2001; GAO, 
2006). Hence, it is expected that low spatial accessibility to PCPs will be noticeable 
in rural areas of the Nashville MSA because of the short number of PCPs operating in 
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rural areas in general. It is also expected that the high concentration of population 
living in urban areas will create areas of low spatial accessibility in spite of the 
existence of a road network connecting them to PCPs. 
2) How the demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of local populations are 
spatially distributed with regard to the identified shortage areas? Arcury et al. (2005) 
summarized the factors that influence the utilization of health services in three sets: 
“(a) predisposing factors (e.g., family composition, social structure, and health 
beliefs), (b) enabling factors (e.g., income, health insurance status, physician 
availability), and (c) need for care” (p. 136). Similar factors, commonly termed non-
spatial factors, were identified by Field (2000) and adopted in a number of studies 
that analyzed accessibility to primary health care (Wang & Luo, 2005; Wang, 
McLafferty, Escamilla, & Luo, 2008). With regard to this thesis study, it is 
anticipated that population groups distressed by the above mentioned non-spatial 
variables will not correspond entirely with the areas of low spatial accessibility in the 
Nashville MSA. 
In order to address the above-mentioned two categories of research questions, 
several new enhancements (discussed in detail in Chapter 3) are introduced to the 
conventional two-Step Floating Catchment Area (2SFCA) method of calculating spatial 
accessibility scores, adopted in the previous studies (Cervigni, Suzuki, Ishii, & Hata, 
2008; Luo & Qi, 2009; Wang & Luo, 2005; Wang et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2006). These 
improvements alleviate two of the shortcomings of the conventional 2SFCA method, 
namely, 1) the analysis at coarse legislative units, such as census tract, ZIP, etc. by 
existing studies; and 2) the lack of a proper impedance (distance decay) function that 
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accounts for frictions or cost of traveling between the physicians and population. This 
research, however, did not attempt to integrate the spatial and non-spatial variables as 
implemented in some existing studies (Wang & Luo, 2005), yet it utilized the non-spatial 
variables to get a general perception on the socioeconomic characteristics of the 
Nashville MSA with regard to the distribution of spatial accessibility to PCPs. 
To address the above-mentioned research questions, this study utilized both the 
Census 2000 data and the recently available Census 2010 data of the Nashville MSA as 
well as the locations of PCPs in the study area. The census 2010 data provides the 
updated representation of demographic information and spatial distribution of 
populations. In addition, unlike the conventional approach to measuring spatial 
accessibility, which is often conducted at the census tract level (or at ZIP or county 
level), the analysis is carried out at a finer geographic resolution at the census block level. 
The analysis conducted at the census block level should portrait more accurately the 
spatial accessibility to PCPs in the study area in that a census block is the smallest 
geographic unit in the U.S. Census and thus population distribution at this scale is best 
represented based on the availability of population data in the U.S. 
The study also introduces several distance decay functions in order to enhance the 
measurement of accessibility. These distance decay functions, including both discrete and 
continuous distance decay functions, are expected theoretically to create an improved 
measure of spatial accessibility. Lastly, many existing studies in the field of accessibility 
to PCPs were mainly conducted in the so-called old rust belt cities in the Midwest (19
th
 
and early 20
th
 centuries and during the period of industrialization), such as Chicago, 
Cleveland, Milwaukee, and St. Louis (Teaford, 1994). This study thus offers an analysis 
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carried out in a so-called ‘new Sunbelt city’ (cities that experienced rapid growth and 
development in 1960s) in the Southeast U.S, such as cities in the states of Nevada, 
Arizona, Georgia, and North Carolina (Frey, 2003).
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 This chapter reviews the literature in the areas closely related to the employment 
of GIS as a tool to measure spatial accessibility to primary care physicians. The review 
starts by a brief discussion of medical geography, shortage of primary health care (PHC) 
and the recent predicaments that are affecting the supply of such a crucial service. 
Following this, two major areas of research are reviewed in detail, including: 1) the 
studies of accessibility, in general, and to health care, in particular; and 2) how 
accessibility to primary care physicians (PCPs) is measured, utilizing spatial analysis and 
GIS tools. 
2.1. A Brief Introduction of Medical Geography 
Medical (Health) Geography is a subdiscipline of geography that integrates 
medical research and health studies with geographic concepts and techniques. This 
subdiscipline of geography borrows many qualitative and quantitative methods from 
geography, employing such approaches as mapping, spatial analysis, fieldwork, and 
interviews (Meade & Emch, 2010). Medical geography has motivated a lot of study and 
gained much interest from researchers, geographers and non-geographers alike in the 
U.S. since the 1960s. The culmination of fifty years of attention in the U.S. led to the 
renaming of the long existing Medical Geography Specialty Group of the Association of 
American Geographers to the Health and Medical Geography Group in 2009 (Meade & 
Emch, 2010). Overall, medical geography shares many of the core aspects of geography. 
It investigates single or multiple instances over space, studies phenomena at different 
geographic scales, and attempts to find answers to the ”why?”, “how?”, and “what?” 
behind the occurrences of certain geographic phenomena (Meade & Emch, 2010).
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Aspects of medical geography can be traced back to the Greek philosopher and 
physician Hippocrates (460-277 B.C.) who stressed the significant effect of the 
interactions between environment and culture on people, stressing that “disease is a 
product of specific locales” (Valencius, 2000, p. 7). For the next 2,000 years, the 
variations in air, water, soil, flora and fauna, diet, habits, and living conditions had been 
thought of as the only variables that affect health. The advent of the age of exploration 
generated a wealth of information of other cultures (e.g., their environments, habits, diet, 
and diseases), yet this did not stop the physicians of the time, one of whom is Leonhard 
Ludwig Finke, who coined the term medical geography, from upholding the same 
Hippocratic principles (Meade & Emch, 2010). Geographic variations, however, were not 
enough to explain many outbreaks or infections, yet with the introduction of the germ 
theory in the 19
th
 century the world of medicine had forever changed. Scientists not only 
started discovering bacteria and microbes, but also began to apply sanitary measures and 
administer vaccinations. The Cholera pandemic that swept Europe in the late 19
th
 century 
provides one of the best examples of medical geography in practice. In 1854, while trying 
to isolate the source that made about five hundred people fall ill and died due to the 
cholera outbreak, Doctor John Snow, supposedly, created a dot map of the area around 
Broad Street in the Soho District, London, displaying the number of deaths and their 
locations (McLeod, 2000). He would eventually identify the source of the infection as the 
water pump. After the removal of the pump, the number of deaths noticeably dropped. 
Medical geographers often draw this example to highlight the importance of cartography 
in studying health-related geographic phenomena. 
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Medical researchers in the middle of the 20
th
 century started to notice that the 
highest percentage of mortalities and degenerative illnesses (e.g., heart disease, cancer, 
and diabetes) was not attributed to the illnesses of simple etiology or cause, but rather of 
“complex etiologies involving many factors– cultural, social, and environmental, 
biological” (Meade & Emch, 2010, p. 10). During the same period, World War II had 
generated an abundance of interest in the topics related to medicine in general and 
medical geography in particular. Medical geography, albeit under titles such as 
“geographic pathology, medical ecology, medical topography, geographic epidemiology, 
and geomedicine”, was of great interest to the military institution (Meade & Emch, 2010, 
p. 9). This growing interest of medical geography rivaled that of physical geography, 
especially to the military where there is emphasis on removal of any harmful elements 
where the troops are deployed (Brown & Moon, 2004).  Medical geography witnessed a 
great transformation due to a collection of works by Jacques May in the 1950’s. May, a 
pioneer of medical geography in the United States, was serving as a doctor at a French 
mission in Siam in the 1930’s. He would later start to investigate the factors that made 
the patients he oversaw in the tropics “responded differently to disease and surgery than 
did the European patients.” (Meade & Emch, 2010, p. 10). He would later collaborate 
with Dr Richard Light on a series of works, the most important of which was the Atlas of 
Diseases published by the American Geographical Society (AGS) between 1950-1955 
(Brown & Moon, 2004). May’s legacy also includes the publishing of Medical 
Geography: Its Methods and Objectives (1950, 1954), drawing the attention of the 
geographic community to the connections between disease and the environment in The 
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Ecology of Human Disease (May, 1958). These achievements cemented his status as the 
“father of medical geography in the United States” (Meade & Emch, 2010, p. 10). 
For the next few decades, the interests of medical geographers shifted to focus on 
two main schools of research: disease ecology and health care delivery (Valencius, 2000). 
The geographers who focused on socioeconomic and urban topics investigated the 
delivery of health services in an effort to “understand the roles of distance and 
accessibility in determining the optimal location to provide health services and to locate 
physicians and other care-givers, facilities, and equipments” (Meade & Emch, 2010, p. 
7). Conversely, those who were involved in the study of human-environment interactions 
investigated cultural ecology in an effort to understand “the influence in the biological, 
and physical as well as the social environment as they modeled disease etiology” (Meade 
& Emch, 2010, p. 7). Beginning in the 1960’s at the eve of the quantitative revolution in 
geography, the focus was shift to locational/spatial analysis for health services (e.g., the 
regionalization of the Swedish health system by geographers at the University of Lund 
and the Chicago regional hospitals studies). The 1970’s saw the establishment of 
committees and special interest groups concerned with medical geography and health 
within the confines of the Association of American Geographers (AAG).  By the 1980’s, 
politicians and researchers began to question the deteriorating condition of the United 
States’ health system, drawing attention to the lack of planning or organization. Cities 
and states were ill-informed of the location and distribution of facilities and practitioners. 
Medical geographers since started to concentrate on the issues relating to public policy, 
social equality, environmental changes, and the emergence of new infectious diseases, 
e.g. HIV/AIDS and avian influenza (Dummer, 2008). Moreover, globalization and mass 
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movement of people increased the interest in medical geography. For example, the 
population that moved to the cities risked exposure to polluted air and adoption of 
detrimental social behaviors such as smoking and obesity, whereas those who stayed 
behind in the rural areas risked poor access to health care and marginalized social and 
political status (Dummer, 2008; Meade & Emch, 2010). 
In recent years, advancements in computer technology, geographic knowledge 
and the increase of spatial data availability, integration, and analysis have lead to the 
intensified use of GIS and spatial data management (Brown, McLafferty, & Moon, 2010; 
Meade & Emch, 2010). Such tools allow for better management of health services and 
tackle complex data at multiple levels of analysis, while the ability to create rich and 
visually appealing information makes it easier for politicians and the general public to 
relate to (and access) health related issues. (Brown & Moon, 2004; Meade & Emch, 
2010). The roles of GIS and spatial analysis are discussed extensively in Section 2.4 in 
studying access to health care services. 
2.2. Primary Care Shortage in the U.S. 
 Before the introduction of the term “Primary Care” in the 1960s, general 
physicians and other medical practitioners provided the lone source of medical treatment. 
Yet by that time, the numbers of specialized physicians were increasing, while general 
practitioners were declining (Donaldson, Yordy, Lohr, & Vanselow, 1996; Starfield, Shi, 
& Macinko, 2005). One of the most common definitions to primary care is “the provision 
of integrated, accessible health care services by clinicians who are accountable for 
addressing a large majority of personal health care needs, developing a sustained 
partnership with patients, and practicing in the context of family and community” 
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(Donaldson, Yordy, & Vanselow, 1994, p. 1). The term ‘clinician’ represents “an 
individual who uses a recognized scientific knowledge base and has the authority to 
direct the delivery of personal health services to patients” (Donaldson et al., 1994, p. 16). 
The primary care physicians (PCPs) are usually the first persons to come in contact with, 
and supervise long-term health care plans. PCPs generally fall under either of these three 
sub-categories: 1) family and general practitioners, 2) general internists, and 3) general 
pediatricians. The supply of adequate primary care to communities has proven to yield 
positive health benefits (Starfield et al., 2005). Yet, most of the new additions to the 
current health care task force are specialized physicians. The Health Resources and 
Services Administration (HRSA) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
(DHHS) maintains that there are “significant shortages of primary care physicians in 
regions of the country” (HRSA, 2011b). Such designations help “determine eligibility for 
over 30 different federal assistance programs” (Ricketts, Goldsmith, Holmes, & 
Randolph, 2007, p. 569). Moreover, the HRSA also reported that, as of 2011, in the U.S. 
there are “6,419 Primary Care Health Professional Shortage Areas (HPSAs) with 66.3 
million people living in them”, and to fulfill such primary care demand, “17,636 
practitioners” must be deployed in order to reach a “population to practitioner ratio of 
2,000:1” (HRSA, 2011e). 
In response to the shortages of health care services, the DHHS developed criteria 
to designate such shortage by categorizing it in two systems. The first system designates 
the Health Professionals Shortage Areas (HPSAs), basically urban or rural areas, 
population groups, or public or medical facilities with shortages of primary medical care, 
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or dental or mental health providers. Shortage areas can be any of the following three 
types: 
1) An urban or rural area (which need not conform to the geographic boundaries of a 
political subdivision and which is a rational area for the delivery of health services;  
2) An underserved population group;  
3) An overburdened (e.g., Understaffed or inadequately equipped) public or nonprofit 
private medical facility” (HRSA, 2011c) 
Further HPSA designation can also be made based on shortage of primary 
medical care, dental, or mental health professionals. Geographic areas of primary medical 
shortage, in particular, are designated if they comply with these conditions listed by the 
HRSA on its official website (HRSA, 2011c): 
1) The area is a rational one for the delivery of primary medical care services. 
2) One of the following conditions prevails within the area: 
(a) The area has a population to full-time-equivalent (FTE) primary care 
physician ratio of at least 3,500:1. 
(b) The area has a population to full-time-equivalent (FTE) primary care 
physician ratio of less than 3,500:1 but greater than 3,000:1 and has unusually 
high needs for primary care services or insufficient capacity of existing primary 
care providers. 
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3) Primary medical care professionals in contiguous areas are over-utilized, excessively 
distant, or inaccessible to the population of the area under consideration. 
The second system of shortage designation is the Medically Underserved Areas or 
Populations (MUAs/MUPs). MUAs are those counties or census areas where residents 
suffer from shortages in personal health services, while MUPs emphasize obstacles like 
language, economy, or culture, which limit groups or persons from acquiring necessary 
health care (HRSA, 2011e). To help designate such areas, an index was devised called 
the Index of the Medically Underserved (IMU), to help create a score for service areas 
across the country: 
“The IMU scale is from 0 to 100, where 0 represents completely underserved and 
100 represents best served or least underserved. Under the established criteria, 
each service area found to have an IMU of 62.0 or less qualifies for designation as 
an MUA.” (HRSA, 2011d) 
To compute the IMU score, four variables are used (HRSA, 2011d): 
1) The ratio of primary medical care physicians per 1,000 persons; 
2) Infant mortality rate; 
3) Percentage of the population with incomes below the poverty level; 
4) Percentage of the population age 65 or over.  
The designation of both HPSAs and MUA/MUPs highlights the integration of 
rational service area(s) in its analysis. Such an area is defined for non-metropolitan areas 
by the HRSA as either “(1) a whole county, or (2) groups of contiguous counties, minor 
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civil divisions (MCDs), or census county divisions (CCDs) in non-metropolitan areas, 
with population centers within 30 minutes travel time of each other” (HRSA, 2011d). For 
metropolitan areas, on the other hand, the HRSA defines the rational service area as “a 
group of census tracts which represent a neighborhood due to homogeneous 
socioeconomic and demographic characteristics” (HRSA, 2011d). 
2.3. The Studies on Accessibility to Primary Care Services 
 People perform mandatory tasks, such as going to work, taking their kids to 
school, shopping for groceries, visiting a doctor, driving back home at the end of the day. 
They also perform discretionary activities, such as visiting friends, attending a sporting 
event, or going out for a walk in the nearest park. Such necessities can be satisfied only in 
specific locations and for a limited time. Considering the varied spatial distribution of 
where people live, work, or shop, for example, more constraints will be placed on people, 
depending on how they plan their day and pick their activities (Miller, 2004). The term 
“accessibility” is often used to measure how relatively easy it is for individuals to reach 
locations of a certain activity and interest like their residence, workplace, shopping 
opportunity, or health care facility within certain space-time constraints (Bureau of 
Transportation Statistics, 1997). The interaction of where the activities are located and 
how far they are apart from each other, how much time is spent at each location, and how 
long it would take to move from one activity location to another is crucial. Therefore, in 
order for a person to participate in such activities, he or she must “trade time for space 
through movement or communication” (Miller, 2004, p. 649). In addition, such activities 
can be either fixed or flexible. Fixed activities are those that “cannot easily be 
rescheduled or relocated” such as work, while flexible activities are those that are “much 
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easier to reschedule and/or relocate” such as shopping or entertainment (Miller, 2005, p. 
19). Most of the time, the visit to a primary care physician can be considered as an 
example of a fixed activity in terms of space and time, therefore, a person must decide 
from among the activities or events he or she wishes to attend. 
Two systems of delineating shortage areas of health care services, discussed in 
section 2.2, clearly imply both spatial and aspatial factors, which leads to the recognition 
of accessibility as a cornerstone for much of the research on how patients, physicians and 
environment interact. The use of the term accessibility with regard to health care, even 
though the term itself often implies the potential “supply” of some type of services 
available in a certain geographic area, highlights the patients’ demand for health care 
regardless of present location or the time for such need. Accessibility here also implies 
cost, as measured by actual financial charge or amount of time or physical activity 
required (McLafferty, 2003). Therefore, even though an activity can be relatively 
accessible to a person, such as a home-based visit to a doctor, it can be constrained, for 
instance by whether that person can make it in time to his doctor’s appointment after 
he/she leaves work. Because the distribution of the PCPs and patients is not consistent 
across space, certain areas stand out as regions of medical service shortage. Studies found 
that such regions normally include poor urban neighborhoods or some rural areas (Luo, 
2004). 
To understand the multifaceted aspects of accessibility better, researchers have 
attempted to come up with some quantitative measures. Previous work by Khan (1992) 
classified accessibility measures into two categories with contrasting components: (1) 
potential vs. revealed and 2) spatial vs. aspatial (Table 2.1). Revealed accessibility 
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measures highlight the existing operational health care measures on the ground where 
there are no barriers stopping the population from getting the health service that they 
require. On the  other hand, potential accessibility measures draw attention to health care 
services that are expected to join the active ones, or that are ready to be utilized, yet “it 
does not ensure the automatic utilization of the offered services” (Khan, 1992, p. 275). In 
the second category of accessibility measures, measures of spatial accessibility, 
emphasize geospatial location and distance while those of aspatial accessibility 
emphasizes impacts of demographic factors such as gender, social status, income, and 
race (Khan, 1992). This classification leads to the interaction between these four 
measures creating a matrix with four measures (Table 2.1): potential spatial accessibility 
measure, potential aspatial accessibility measure, revealed spatial accessibility measure, 
and revealed aspatial accessibility measure. To give an example, a study of the 
relationship between socioeconomic variables and spatial accessibility of primary care 
facilities in a specific part of a city would be considered as a study of potential spatial 
accessibility. Alternately, if a study of the same variables verified the spatial accessibility 
and utilization of medical services and the impact of such utilization, it would fall under 
the category of the revealed spatial studies of accessibility. Research on the affordability 
and cost of medical services, disregarding any spatial factors, would be classified under 
the potential aspatial studies. If such a research measured the impact of affordability and 
cost of care on actual utilization of health services, then it would fall under the revealed 
aspatial studies category. 
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 Spatial Aspatial 
Potential Potential spatial accessibility measure Potential aspatial accessibility measure 
Revealed Revealed spatial accessibility measure Revealed spatial accessibility measure 
Table 2.1 Four types of accessibility measures. Adopted from Khan (1992). 
Out of these four types of accessibility measures, potential spatial accessibility, 
is of particular interest to spatial scientists and, in fact, has been adopted by a number of 
researchers in their work since it focuses on the allocation of health services with respect 
to both supply and demand of those services. This category of accessibility measures 
incorporates two concepts: 1) regional availability, and 2) regional accessibility (Joseph 
& Phillips, 1984). Regional availability illustrates both the supply (e.g. PCPs and medical 
facilities) and demand by the population, and it is usually described in the form of a 
population-to-practitioner (PtP) ratio. Thus, a regional availability measure often follows 
a simple and direct approach of calculating a practitioner-to-population ratio. Such a 
measure is often adopted for measuring accessibility for large predefined regions (Joseph 
& Phillips, 1984). Moreover, the straightforwardness of such a method makes it easy for 
government organizations to adopt it, such as the case of designating HSPAs (Wang & 
Luo, 2005). This measure, however, is not without its shortcomings and it overlooks two 
facts: first, potential patients within the region cannot have equal access to PCPs within 
the same region (Luo & Qi, 2009). The regional availability measure assumes that the 
interaction between population and medical services occurs in a space where no spatial 
barriers exist. It ignores the fact that distance from medical facilities and the nature of 
transport methods and routes, for example, highly influence access to health services. 
Second, people seeking primary health care would be willing to travel an additional 
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distance to acquire it, and will less likely be held back by the administrative boundaries 
such as city limits or county lines. 
 On the other hand, the second concept, regional accessibility, demonstrates spatial 
interaction between supply and demand, thus necessitating more complex calculations 
and modeling compared with regional availability (Luo, 2004). This measure “uses a 
gravity model formulation to factor interaction between supply and demand located in 
different regions with distance decay” (Luo & Qi, 2009, p. 1101). The utilization of GIS 
tools played a major role in helping researchers and government agencies in performing 
such tasks, and led to further development in the field of measuring accessibility. The 
next section discusses in detail the roles of GIS in terms of measuring potential spatial 
accessibility to PCPs, the focus of this thesis research. 
2.4. The Role of GIS in Measuring Accessibility to Primary Care 
Advances regarding affordability of digital data and computer software have 
greatly enhanced spatial analysis and decision making in recent years (Chang, 2008; 
Longley, Goodchild, Maguire, & Rhind, 2005). Geographic information systems (GIS) 
stand out as a major tool in integrating both spatial and aspatial data and spatially 
analyzing them to present information both visually and in the form of charts and reports 
(Longley et al., 2005). A survey of the literature reveals significant room for integrating 
GIS tools in measuring accessibility to PCPs to map the access and shortage of PCPs. It 
also shows paucity in work that combines spatial attributes, in the form of location and 
transportation, with aspatial attributes, in the form of demographics and medical 
necessities (Guagliardo, 2004; Luo & Wang, 2003). 
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GIS technology has advanced tremendously in the past a few years. GIS software 
programs have become more powerful, versatile, and available for relatively affordable 
prices. There has also been a steady increase in the amount of digital data produced by 
government agencies, and commercial entities capable of being analyzed using these 
improved GIS tools. Such tools are rapidly becoming the most powerful instruments in 
assessment and planning for the delivery for health care services capable of manipulating 
large amount of data with high degrees of accuracy (Fortney, Rost, & Warren, 2000). GIS 
tools also allow for analysis of patterns, incorporation of multiple variables, visualization 
of complex relationships, and utilization of diverse data formats (Longley et al., 2005). In 
order to determine how primary care services can be accessed by the population they 
serve, researchers often use one of GIS’ most useful functions, that of performing spatial 
analysis. Spatial analysis, concerning accessibility to health care, allows for the study of 
the dynamics between the distribution of population over space and the estimated 
location of primary care services; and the allocation of the underlying population to these 
services. Whenever locations (PCPs or underlying population) change, we should expect 
that results of spatially analyzed data to change as well (Longley et al., 2005). 
It is commonly acknowledged in the literature that distance is the main variable 
that leads to impedance from reaching (primary care) services. In many studies, the 
Euclidian, or straight-line, distance is often used even though many researchers have 
noted that using the Euclidian distance can be very misleading and often is a fallback 
measure because of limitations of available data, especially in urban areas (McLafferty, 
2003). It is noted that in transportation studies, distance can be measured in terms of 
travel time or travel cost. Advances in GIS and spatial analysis make it possible to 
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estimate travel time using network analysis and the underlying road network. To simulate 
the supply-demand relationship, it is important to utilize three critical datasets. those 
include: (1) locations of medical personnel/facilities; (2) census units to account for 
population such as counties, tracts, or blocks; and (3) a distance measure in the form of 
traveled distance on a given network of roads, or the time or speed of such commute 
(Guagliardo, 2004). 
In spatial sciences, gravity-based models are often used to simulate how certain 
entities spatially affect behavior (Chang, 2008). Hansen (1959) first introduced the 
concept of a gravity-based method to measure job accessibility. For instance, a medical 
facility or physician located near an individual is considered more accessible than that 
located farther, increasing as a result its weight in calculations. His model, however, 
accounted for the supply of services and lacked consideration to the demand of such 
services. Hansen’s model was later enhanced by Shen (1998) to integrate the demand side 
(Wang, 2003). The model as it stood after the enhancement stated that, “all things equal, 
the amount of interaction will increase when the origin and destination are large and the 
travel time between them is short” (Cervero, 1989, p. 142). The research made by 
Cervero (1989) to develop a gravity-based model replicating the interaction between the 
job-housing balance and regional mobility provided the basis of much of the later work 
on the subject. This method to quantify access to PCPs can be calculated following this 
formula: 
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 where   
 denotes the gravity-based index of accessibility at a population center i, 
n represents the total number of physicians locations, while m equals the total number of 
population centers. The denominator represents the availability of physicians at location j 
to all population (                  represents the number of physicians at location j; 
    and     are the cost in travel time or distance from a population center to a physician 
location. Finally β is the friction-of-distance coefficient (Luo & Wang, 2003; Luo & Qi, 
2009). Here in Eq. 1, the distance decay effect (interpreted as spatial weights) is captured 
by a simple inversed distance function. However, to be able to utilize other forms of 
distance decay functions, such as exponential and Gaussian, a more general equation 
could be used: 
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 The only difference in Eq. 2 is that a more general decay function,       , is used 
to replace the inversed distance function,    
  
. As a result, any form of distance decay 
functions, whether discrete or continuous, can be used to calculate the accessibility score 
introduced by Luo and Wang (2003). 
One of the first applications of such a measure was through applying floating 
catchment areas instead of “pre-defined and arbitrary jurisdictional boundaries” to 
analyze the job-housing balance and commuting in urban environment at the scale of 
Transportation Analysis Zones (TAZ) data (Peng, 1997, p. 1218). Wang (2003) utilized 
TAZ data again to create indices to measure job proximity and accessibility. Researchers 
have adopted this model to investigate further the effect of potential accessibility to PCPs 
on communities with emphasis on travel-time (Guagliardo, 2004; Luo, 2004; Luo & 
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Wang, 2003; Wang, 2006). To do so, Wang (2000) employed a floating catchment area 
(FCA) technique to analyze the commuting patterns in the Chicago area using TAZ-level 
data. This FCA method does not incorporate the predefined administrative boundaries, 
such as counties or tracts, to evaluate the PtP ratio; instead, it applies a method where a 
circle with a predefined radius is centered on an administrative boundary’s centroids 
(Figure 2.1). The circle, then, moves from one population center to the other, thus 
“floats”. The radius of the circle is supposed to emulate a driving distance that a potential 
patient is willing to travel to reach a physician. Applying such a method, although 
addressing the second assumption of the regional availability measure, fails to account 
for the “distance decay” effect within the same catchment area (Luo, 2004; Wang & Luo, 
2005). 
 
Figure 2.1 A hypothetical example of the Floating Catchment Area (FCA) method. The 
radius of the circle depicts travel distance. Adopted from Luo (2004). 
The FCA method, as adopted by Luo (2004), can be carried out computationally in a 
GIS, in the following steps: 
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1) A catchment area (circle) is centered on the centroids of a census tract (or another 
legislative unit). Centroids are used to represent the polygon shape of the census 
tracts and make it easier to perform calculations in a GIS environment. The radius of 
the catchment area is the threshold or distance individuals are willing to travel to get 
to the physician/medical facility. 
2) The number of physicians (or facilities) and census centroids lying inside the 
catchment area is then recorded and a PtP ratio is calculated.  
3) Steps 1 and 2 are repeated for the next tract centroid, and after the ratio is calculated 
the catchment area is moved, “floats”, to the remainder of the census tracts. 
4) After the ratios of all the catchment areas of census tracts are recorded, the tracts with 
a ratio less than 1:3000 is singled out and designated as shortage area. 
To give an example of how this method is applied to calculate the PtP ratio, let us 
assume that each tract has only one resident residing in it (Figure 2.1). If we take census 
tract (b) and draw a catchment area centered on its centroid, we would then record all the 
physicians and tracts centroids that exist within the boundary of the catchment area of 
tract (b). The PtP ratio of census tract (b) would be (1/3). Census tract (c), however, has 
two physicians operating within the boundary of its catchment area. Therefore, the ratio 
calculated at census tract (c) would be (2/4). The process continues with the catchment 
area floating from one census tract to the other, creating ratio values at each census tract. 
One of the advantages of the FCA method is that it reveals additional details of spatial 
variation when used with smaller legislative units. Another advantage is that it is not 
limited by the boundaries of the administrative units, instead, it accounts for people 
residing outside such boundaries. The FCA method, however, has its shortcomings, one 
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of which is that it assigns equal access to all who reside in each administrative unit. If we 
use the example illustrated above, all the people residing in census tract (b) would be 
assigned equal access regardless of whether they happen to live on the edge of the tract or 
at the center of the tract. In addition, this method employs straight-line distance between 
census tract centroids and physicians/facilities. 
The enhancements proposed by Joseph and Bantock (1982) to the gravity-based 
method, and the spatial decomposition method (a precursor to the 2SFCA) (Radke & Mu, 
2000), helped Luo and Wang (2003) further enhance the FCA method to create two 
measures of GIS-based accessibility to primary care in the Chicago region. Later, Luo 
(2004) also applied a GIS-based FCA method to analyze the primary care shortage areas 
in northern Illinois, consequently, recommending the use of a finer (than census tracts) 
resolution spatial data for the analysis of medical service shortage studies. 
 Radke and Mu (2000) first introduced the 2SFCA method in the form of a spatial 
decomposition method. This method, combined both measures of regional availability 
and regional accessibility, can be considered as a special case of the gravity model (Luo 
& Wang, 2003). The 2SFCA method’s actual implementation, however, requires the 
availability of a number of datasets: the locations of the population centers and PCPs, a 
transportation network, a travel cost in terms of time or distance, and a distance decay 
frictional coefficient (β) (Luo & Qi, 2009). Radke & Mu (2000) applied the FCA method 
twice (thus termed as 2 step FCA), once centered on the location of PCPs to calculate the 
practitioner-to-population ratio, and then once again centered on the population 
(centroids) to realize the accessibility at those population centers. The 2SFCA thus 
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considers both supply (PCPs) and demand (population) sides of the primary health care 
spectrum, as its mathematical implementation is illustrated below: 
1) In Step 1, for each physician location j, a search is conducted to identify all 
population locations (k) that are within a threshold travel time (  ) from location j 
(i.e. the catchment area j), and the physician to population ratio    is calculated 
within the catchment area using below equation: 
   =
  
             
         (3) 
 where    is the population of location (or administrative unit) k whose centroid 
lies within the catchment j (      ),    is the number of PCPs at location j, and     is 
the travel time between k and j. 
2) In Step 2, for each population location i, a search is conducted for all physician 
locations (j) that are within the threshold travel time (  ) from location i (i.e. the 
catchment area i), and the physician-to-population ratios (computed at Step 1) are 
then summed up as    at these locations using below equation: 
   
 =               =  
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 where   
  denotes the accessibility of population at location i to all physicians 
within the catchment area.  
To illustrate how the 2SFCA method can be conducted in a GIS to calculate 
accessibility scores, let us assume that each tract has one resident residing in it (Figure 
2.2). If we create a service area starting from the location of physician 1 and extending to 
a 10 mile driving distance threshold, for example. We would then select all the 
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population locations (tract centroids) that exist within the boundary of the service area. 
The PtP ratio of (1/5) is then assigned to physician 1. Next, another service area can be 
created starting from the location of physician 2 following the same threshold. For 
physician 2, the PtP ratio is (1/5). For step 2 of the 2SFCA method, the physicians that lie 
with 10 miles driving distance from each census tract centroids are selected and their 
assigned ratios are summed up and an accessibility score is assigned to the relative census 
tracts. For example, census tract (b) would be assigned an accessibility score of 1/5, 
whereas census tract (c) would be assigned accessibility score of 1/5+1/5=2/5. The 
accessibility score assigned for each census tract is in fact the “amount of the total 
services shared by one patient living in the tract” (Yang et al., 2006, p. 24). Moreover, 
based on the 2SFCA method and using the example above, one could say that census 
tract (c) has higher accessibility relative to tract (b). Additionally, one can say that health 
care available for census tract (c) is twice as much as that at tract (b). Several factors 
affect high accessibility scores including the supply (physicians), low demand 
(populations), and the overlapping of multiple service areas over the population location. 
However, there is a flaw in this method, once locations (population or physicians) are 
included in the service area they are assigned full ratio values regardless of the distance 
that separates them from the origin of that service area. 
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Figure 2.2. A hypothetical example of the two-step floating catchment area (2SFCA) 
method. The catchment areas take these irregular shapes due to the network they are built 
on. Adopted from Yang et al. (2006). 
 Wang and Luo’s 2SFCA method, however, is not without its drawbacks. Their 
accessibility method adopts a dichotomous measure, meaning that the population that 
resides outside the catchment area has zero accessibility while all population inside each 
catchment area is presumed to have the same access to the physician at which the 
catchment area is centered (Luo & Qi, 2009; Luo & Wang, 2003). Attempts were made to 
address such a limitation, including the weighting system introduced by Luo & Qi (2009) 
and the gravity-based accessibility measures of impedance by Kwan (1998). Simply put, 
as in all accessibility measures, the introduction of alternative weighting functions, 
whether discrete or continuous, should create a more representative measure of distance 
decay. The variation of weighing functions provides more flexibility in creating a 
measure that could suit specific accessibility applications. For example, modifying the 
weighting function could address the need to measure accessibility to facilities such as 
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emergency rooms or heart treatment facilities. It could also be modified to attend to 
certain medical conditions that necessitate rapid response and treatment. 
The 2SFCA method was also utilized in a study to assess spatial accessibility 
(SA) to pediatric health care services at hospitals in Chiba Prefecture, Japan in 2006 
(Cervigni et al., 2008). In a recent work, the 2SFCA method was further enhanced by 
introducing a varied weighting system to calculate the accessibility score, putting into 
consideration distance decay between PCPs and population within service areas (Luo & 
Qi, 2009). This modification sought to solve the dichotomous-full accessibility or non-
outcome of the regular 2SFCA,  by assigning higher accessibility scores to those census 
units closer to PCPs than those that are located further. 
Spatial factors, such as travel time, locations of physicians and the distribution of 
population, are not the only factors that influence accessibility. It is self-evident that 
individuals who drive their own vehicles have a greater degree of mobility and thus 
accessibility than those who use public transportation (McLafferty, 2003). Hence, the 
levels of accessibility to services are highly impacted by demographic factors, such as 
ethnicity, age, and gender; and socio-economic factors, such as income, and education. 
Another aspect of utilization of GIS is through combining it with other fields of 
knowledge, such as social science and statistics, both contributing the most to the 
development and application of GIS tools. Aspatial characteristics, such as those 
demographic and socio-economic factors, play a major role in defining access to PCPs as 
well. In a study conducted in Perth, Australia to examine if socially disadvantaged groups 
are affected by the amount and nature of available primary care, it was shown that 
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socioeconomic attributes play a major role in those receiving primary care regardless of 
spatial access (Hyndman & Holman, 2001). 
A number of studies have attempted to analyze the impacts of non-spatial factors 
on accessibility to health care services, such as demographic and socioeconomic 
characteristics, because of their direct affect on accessibility to health care (Field, 2000; 
Wang & Luo, 2005; Wang et al., 2008). Field (2000) emphasized the lack of a model that 
“recognizes the two crucial determinants of need: the underlying health status of the 
population, and the ability of the population to access health care services” (p. 308). 
Consequently, an Index of Relative Disadvantage (IRD) was developed to amend the 
limitations of the previous indices and models highlighting two major principles (Field, 
2000). First, the underlying health conditions of a target population is highly influenced 
by factors, such as socioeconomic status and the physical environment, which contribute 
to health status of people under study. Second, the ability of the population to access 
health care services relies greatly on how easy it is for them to reach the location where 
the medical service is offered. Access, here, emphasizes the actual distance between 
patients and doctors/medical centers, the personal mobility of people seeking medical 
service, the availability and ease of use of public or private means of transport; awareness 
of medical services offered in the individual’s surroundings, and understanding of causes 
behind some health risks (Field, 2000).  
A significant advance occurred when Wang and Luo (2005) introduced a new 
technique of studying accessibility to primary health care through the integration of both 
spatial and non-spatial factors to assess accessibility in the State of Illinois. The authors 
integrated a 2SFCA method to measure spatial accessibility, and factor analysis to 
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measure non-spatial accessibility, hoping that findings in these two areas would later be 
integrated into a single measure. Wang and Luo’s study (2005) adopted a total of eleven 
factors based on the work of Field (2000) and the integration of government regulations. 
Such non-spatial factors were then classified into five categories: 
1) Demographic variables that underline population groups with high health care needs 
(e.g., seniors sixty-five and older, children up to four years old, and women of 
childbearing ages 15-44). Such groups have a tendency to visit physicians more than 
any other age group. These three groups reflect the high demand for health care need 
for the elderly, children, and women (also linked to childcare). Moreover, children 
and the elderly are less likely to be mobile as other age groups. They cannot operate 
vehicles belonging to the household either because of inability of handling such 
vehicles, or because they are legally prohibited (e.g., underage teens and individuals 
with certain medical conditions);  
2) Socioeconomic status that could potentially impact accessibility and facility usage 
(e.g., population in poverty, female-headed households, home ownership, median 
income). The social and economic settings surrounding people greatly affect their 
health care needs. Social status and income could dictate, largely, hygiene, nutrition, 
and physical activity or exercise; and safety both at home or work;  
3) Environmental & housing issues related to poverty (e.g., households with an average 
of more than one person per room, housing units lacking of basic amenities). The 
emphasis here is on overcrowding and dreadful sanitary condition, which may lead to 
additional health risks of “respiratory disease, infectious disease and mental illness” 
(Field K. , 2000, p. 315);  
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4) Linguistic and education barriers which might impede use of the public facilities 
(e.g., nonwhite population, population without a high school diploma, linguistically 
isolated households). This factor draws attention to the strong likelihood that such 
groups are usually less aware of available health services offered in their 
environment, or cannot access such services due to inability to inquire or request such 
services. Moreover, low educational attainment may suggest lack of health risks 
awareness and adoption of unhealthy habits (smoking, malnutrition, etc.) (Field K. , 
2000);  
5) Transportation availability (e.g., households without vehicles).The availability of 
vehicles drastically increase the chances of accessing health care for households, 
where as the lack of vehicles forces members of such households to either walk to, or 
use public transport to reach the location where the service is offered. Such a position 
can prove distressing, especially for the elderly, single mothers, and linguistically 
isolated individuals. In addition, reaching the location of the service might include 
switching between several means of transport (e.g. buses, subway, and trains), a 
difficult task for most of the population groups highlighted in the above-mentioned 
factors.  
It is worth noting that the 2SFCAwas not the only spatial–measure method that 
researchers utilized to assess accessibility. Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) was also 
employed to measure accessibility by a number of studies (Guagliardo M. F., 2004; Yang 
et al., 2006). The KDE method adopts a continuous data model to represent supply and 
demand rather than the discrete model used in the FCA method. Two general steps can be 
applied to measure accessibility using the KDE method:  
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1) First, a grid of identical cell sizes is created by a kernel distribution function to 
represent the density of physicians (supply) and population (demand).  
2) Next, using map algebra, the two surfaces are overlaid (division overlay) to generate 
a single surface of physicians to population ratio, depicting spatial accessibility 
estimated at any cell on that surface. 
Although this method accounts for supply and demand as well as taking into account 
distance decay when measuring accessibility, yet it employs Euclidean distance instead of 
network distance which does not provide a good measure of friction of space. Yang et al. 
(2006) reviewed and compared the two methods in a case study of dialysis service centers 
in Chicago. The research underlined “a significant mismatch of the accessibility ratios 
between the two methods”, with the 2SFCA producing “better accessibility ratios” (p. 
23). In this thesis study, KDE method was thus not investigated.
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CHAPTER 3 DATA AND METHODOLOGY 
3.1. Data Sources 
 The application of the 2SFCA method, discussed in Section 2.4, generally 
requires the availability of data on three components: supply, demand, and distance. A 
total of four sources of information were employed to fulfill in this study, including 1) 
tabulations on primary care physicians from the American Medical Association (AMA) 
master file (supply), 2) the U.S. Census 2000 SF3 tabulations, and 2010 SF1 tabulations 
(demand), 3) the Census 2010 TIGER/LINE® datasets, including boundaries of census 
units and roads (distance), and 4) ESRI Online data (background and geocoding). At the 
time of undertaking this research, the 2010 census data were just made available for 
utilization, but was missing vital demographic, socioeconomic and housing information 
at the census block level. Therefore, the 2010 Census Redistricting Data (P. L. 94-171), 
and the National Summary File of Redistricting Data/Summary File 1 (SF1) provided the 
basic information on population (demand). It is worth to mention that additional 
information on demographics and socioeconomic features, once available, can be easily 
incorporated into the existing database for additional analysis of the study area. 
3.1.1. U.S. census data 
 Variables taken from the U.S. Census Bureau provided the source for the features 
files such as geographic areas and linear features. These two datasets were used as the 
base for defining the political geographic areas such as tracts, block groups and block 
and were populated or joined with actual demographic tables downloaded from the 
census. Those feature files were also used to link PCP-and accessibility-related 
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tabulations to be visually represented. The population counts in these tables are supposed 
to represent 100% of the population that received the census questionnaire. Therefore, it 
should reasonably represent an accurate account of the population of the study area. 
 The geographic files acquired from the 2010 Census TIGER/Line® Shapefiles 
official website (http://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/geo/shapefiles2010/main) include 
geographic boundaries, such as counties, tracts, block groups, and blocks, as well as 
linear features such as roads. The Census 2010 SF population tabulations at the levels 
corresponding to the geographic feature files were downloaded from the new U.S. Census 
Bureau American FactFinder FTP website: http://www2.census.gov/census_2010/03-
Demographic_Profile/ (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011c). These tabulations included data on 
population totals, in addition to details on racial characteristics (Figure 3.1). The Census 
2000 SF3 tabulations were obtained from the old U.S. Census Bureau Factfinder website: 
http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/DownloadDatasetServlet?_lang=en. Census 2000 SF3 
tabulations are mainly used for the analysis of non-spatial factors. Even though the 
information in these tabulations is out of date, they were used mainly because SF3 
tabulations were not collected anymore in the new Census 2010. 
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Figure 3.1. Census demographics (race) at block level. Data source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 
2011b) 
3.1.2. The locations of primary care physicians 
Information about primary care physicians practicing in the study area was 
purchased from the American Medical Association (AMA) through Medical Marketing 
Service (MMS) Inc. The file includes primary and secondary medical specialties, in 
addition to the physical street addresses of where the physicians operate. Initially, this 
dataset did not include physical street addresses, and some entries were of physicians 
located outside the boundaries of the study area (Figure. 3.2).Ultimately, the street 
addresses were acquired and incorporated, yet some of those entries included in the table 
still remained, however outside the study area. Many records had to be omitted from the 
PCP table to include only those within the Nashville MSA, bringing the total number of 
entries from 1,367 to just 995 records. 
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The street addresses are essential to perform address geocoding to situate the 
matching physicians accurately. In a previous work where the2SFCA method was 
employed, ZIP code of physician addresses were used to represent physicians’ locations 
due to lack of street addresses (Luo & Wang, 2003; Wang & Luo, 2005). Additional 
professional information about the selected physicians is also included in the table yet 
they were not used for the purpose of this research. Using the ZIP code means losing 
important information because all the physicians are grouped into one location. This is 
occurs when the ZIP code area or the large administrative unit is converted to a single 
point (centroid), so the underlying spatial distribution is lost. Therefore, instead of having 
multiple physicians spread around the county or census tract, they are now grouped in 
one spot as if they are all operating in the same medical center, skewing in the same time 
any accessibility analysis of that area. 
3.1.3. ESRI online data 
 ESRI online data (http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgisonline/standard-
maps.html) were used mainly as a background data layer for map making purpose only. 
These data were also utilized as a source for geocoding the PCP locations. This is 
because the Census TIGER/Line road feature files, although based on the recent Census 
(2011), did not provide a satisfactory reference as an address locator to geocoding all 
PCP entries. Reviewing the currently available Census 2011 road data revealed that many 
road segments were not connected to the network, and in some instances missing vital 
address information. Utilizing such data would risk the accuracy of the geocoding 
process and jeopardizes the integrity of the analysis. Therefore, the ESRI 10.0 US 
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Geocoding Service available through the geocoding tool integrated within ESRI ArcGIS 
Desktop 10 was utilized to perform a more accurate geocoding. 
 In addition, the use of free and readily available base maps layers to be 
incorporated in the dataset through ESRI ArcGIS Online provided a great visual 
complement to the project. The use of the World Street Map base map meant that 
downloading and processing additional feature files such water lines, water bodies, 
railroads; or topographic or raster background datasets was deemed unnecessary. 
Moreover, the online base maps, updated and managed by ESRI, were designed to be 
visually appealing and easy to incorporate with other user-defined datasets. 
 
Figure 3.2. The original PCP locations. Note: those PCPs outside the Nashville MSA are 
also mapped, but not included in the actual model assessment. Extraneous PCP entries 
included physicians operating outside the Nashville MSA. (Data Source: ESRI Online 
(2011) and the American Medical Association (2010)) 
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3.2. Data Processing 
 In order to fulfill the analysis tasks required for this study, all point data such as 
PCPs and census boundaries (tracts, block groups, blocks) had to be consistent with the 
road network dataset, and in a format that could be mapped and spatially analyzed. This 
means that PCP entries were first geocoded to convert individual PCP entries in table 
records to point features with X and Y coordinates. Next, census boundaries such as 
tracts or blocks, represented as polygons, had to be converted to point feature files. These 
two steps ensured that both datasets could be easily integrated into a network analysis in 
order to compute an Origins-Destination (OD) Matrix. This OD matrix, in turn, acted as 
the source for calculating physicians-to-population ratios, as well as, accessibility scores 
for particular census units in the study area. Details on the preparation of the datasets and 
the application of the 2SFCA and its enhancement are discussed in the following 
sections. In order to include the datasets acquired to begin the actual analysis process, 
they must first be preprocessed to fit a specific a geographic setting. In addition, a 
number of thematic maps were created to display the spatial distribution of demographic 
characteristics of the target population. Finally, the accessibility scores were calculated 
using the 2SFCA method based on Network Analysis and manipulations of the several 
attribute tables.  
3.2.1. Geocoding primary care physicians 
 The data regarding the PCPs operating in the Nashville MSA were acquired in a 
tabular format. That table had rich and extensive information, yet only two pieces of 
which are required in this research: the physical addresses of physicians’ offices and the 
medical specialties of the practitioners. In order to use the physical addresses, which are 
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in text format, ESRI ArcGIS Desktop was used to geocode the PCP dataset. 
Unfortunately, not all address present on the PCPs table were ready for geocoding, most 
of the records did not contain proper addresses that can be readily used (Figure. 3.3). 
Such addresses included information on medical buildings or centers, or suite or office 
numbers. This, in turn, required cross-referencing against other resources such as online 
search to find matching physical addresses of such records (Figure. 3.4). The distribution 
of the PCPs in the study area, as well as, their primary specialty can be referenced at 
Figure. 3.5. 
 
Figure 3.3. The raw PCP dataset. Addresses are not standardized in this table. Many of 
the addresses were of included only building names or office and suite numbers making 
the geocoding process impossible. Such addresses required online matching to obtain 
street addresses. (Data Source: American Medical Association (2010)) 
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3.2.2. Data manipulation and thematic mapping 
 In order to highlight the spatial distribution of the population, and specific 
demographic groups, a number of thematic maps of Nashville MSA were created. This 
was done by joining the tables containing the census information with the census units 
feature files. First, since the U.S. Bureau of Census’ American FactFinder2 website 
(http://factfinder2.census.gov) offers datasets to be downloaded up to a limited file size, 
tables pertaining to the larger counties such Davidson County could not be downloaded 
using the HTML version of the website. Therefore, the census tables at the census block 
level had to be reconstructed using raw datasets downloaded from the FTP site. The FTP 
site provided header files and individual census tables at different levels of geographies. 
Once the tables were constructed, they were then joined to the census block feature files 
and represented in choropleth maps. In addition to mapping the demographic 
characteristics, population density at the block level was also represented. 
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Figure 3.4. PCP addresses after geocoding (left column) and raw data (right column). 
Standardizing the PCP addresses makes it easy to match them against street address for 
accurate placement on the map. Data source: American Medical Association (2010). 
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Figure 3.5. The PCPs under Study. The majority of PCPs are clustered in Davidson 
County where many medical centers and hospitals are located. Note: Primary specialties 
of PCSs are color-coded. Data Source: ESRI Online (2011) and American Medical 
Association (2010). 
3.2.3. Network analysis 
 In order to geospatially link PCPs offering the primary care services and the 
population seeking it, a road network was created to place all these entities on the same 
“grid”. This placement follows the addresses assigned to these entities, and provides 
connection between them based on a well defined road network. Once all feature files are 
included in the network dataset, network analyses can then be performed such as routing, 
locating the closest facility, or analyzing the characteristics of a service area” (ESRI). 
One of such services available on the ESRI ArcGIS Network Analyst Extension is the 
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OD Cost Matrix tool, which was employed mainly to capture census units that are within 
a specified driving distance from PCPs in the first step of the 2SFCA method, and the 
physicians operating within the catchment area of census units in the second step. 
 ESRI defines the role of the OD cost matrix to “find and measure the least-cost 
paths along the network from multiple origins to multiple destinations” (ESRI, 2011). 
The three components are thus needed, including: a network dataset, origin points, and 
destination points. Another important factor is setting a specific cost for traveling along 
the network, and in this case it is travel time calculated in minutes. The following are the 
two steps required for network analysis: 
1) Setting travel speed and time: To facilitate the calculation of travel time along certain 
segments of road network, additional data must be created and added to the road 
feature file. Such data include road segment length, speed limit, and travel time along 
that specific segment. The 2010 Census TIGER/Line® Shapefiles do not contain 
fields that specify speed limits, yet it includes an MAF/TIGER Feature Class Code 
(MTFCC) field that is “intended to classify and describe geographic objects or 
features.” (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011a, pp. 4-16). This coding system was newly 
designed to replace the old coding system labeled “CFCC” and it was “expanded to 
include features that previously did not have codes.”  (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011, pp. 
4-16). This change however, included changes in the way features are reported, 
several CFCC codes “were collapsed into a single MTFCC” (pp. 4-16). To resolve 
this problem, the U.S. Bureau of Census provided a crosswalk table between the two 
coding systems, as well as, feature class descriptions. Such information can be found 
on the TIGER/Line website, under the 2008 dataset’s documentation subhead: 
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(http://www.census.gov/geo/www/tiger/) (Figure. 3.6).  The MTFCC code provides 
the means through which speed limits can be assigned. Wang and Luo (2005), 
“developed several rules to approximate travel speeds based on the population density 
pattern” (p. 133). The same method was applied in this research to give an accurate 
representation of transportation along the road network. Figure 3.6 provides a 
reference to both MTFCC and CFCC code, and relevant speed limits. Travel time 
along the road network was calculated using the simple formula of (Speed = Distance 
/ Time). Distance measurements were calculated using the geometry calculation tool 
in ArcGIS Desktop, and speed values were assigned based on the MTFCC code 
values. A field containing the travel time, calculated in minutes, at the highest speed 
limit allowed per that specific road segment is added to the road feature file attribute 
table. In addition, the speed limit was adjusted to population density to reflect actual 
changes of speed limits along road sectors that go through or out of highly populated 
areas. This adjustment was also based on the work by Wang and Luo (2005), in 
which driving speed limits were approximated based on the pattern of population 
density per square kilometer. In order to apply such modification, census units were 
divided into three categories: less than 100, 100 to 1000, and more than 1000. As a 
result, the speed limit on certain road segments would either increase or decrease, 
depending on the population density of the census units those roads pass through. 
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Figure 3.6. Feature file conversion table from CFCC to MTFCC code. These codes 
were used to assign attributes to features such roads. Such information can be used to 
set speed limits to road segments. (Source: U.S. Bureau of Census (2011)). 
 
 
Figure 3.7. Attribute table of road dataset. Note: additional fields were added such as 
Speed limit, adjusted speed limit, segment length, travel time in minutes, and segment ID. 
The speed and length of road segments were then used to calculate travel time along 
those segments. Travel time is then used to create the OD matrix. Data Source: (U.S. 
Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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2) Creating the OD cost matrix: The OD cost matrix tool was used to create a data set in 
which all census block centroids within a 30-minute travel from each PCP were 
captured. The 30-minute cut-off value was adopted to match with the conditions set 
by the HRSA for the designation of shortage areas. This tool starts at the location of 
the first record of a PCP and searches for all possible block centroids (a total of 
39,182 records) within the specified cut-off limit of 30 minutes, and repeat the same 
process for all PCPs (995 records). The resulting output is a table listing all origin-
destination pairs (39,182 by 995), sorted by origins first and then by destinations from 
nearest to furthest based on travel time (Figure. 3.8). This table was then joined to the 
PCP and census block attribute tables using a costume ID key during the actual 
analysis process as discussed in the next Section 3.2. 
 
Figure 3.8. OD cost matrix table. Note: It shows the Origin – Destination (OD) pair. All 
entries are arranged based on travel time for each OD pair. It is worth to point out that a 
total of 14,040,268 OD pairs are calculated within 30 minutes of travel time in the study 
area. Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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3.3. Methodology 
  Previous work adopted the 2SFCA method at the census tract level, which is a 
rather coarse scale, considering that census tracts are often very big, particularly in 
suburban and areas, and vary greatly in size and population. There are usually incredible 
variations in population distribution inside census tracts, i.e. population is unlikely to be 
distributed evenly in geographic space (Figure. 3.9). Therefore, it can be argued that the 
2SFCA method is more suited to the census block level, which is the smallest geographic 
unit available from the U.S. census and thus, population counts at this scale represent the 
most accurate population distribution in any given U.S. area. The accessibility scores 
calculated at the block level can be easily summarized at large geographic scales such the 
tract level to general a number of statistics, including mean, maximum, minimum, 
standard deviation, etc. In this study, the implantation of the 2SFCA method were 
conducted at the census block level within the ArcGIS 10 environment on the datasets 
described previously in the data preprocessing section. The actual process of the 2SFCA 
method in ArcGIS environment includes several “sum” and “join” functions to compute 
the practitioner-to-physician ratios in Step 1 (following Eq. 3 in Chapter 2) and the 
accessibility scores in Step 2 (following Eq. 4), as well as, editing the visual 
representation of those two values. 
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Figure 3.9. Examples of population density variations at census block level within census 
tracts. (Data Source: U.S. Census 2011) 
3.3.1. The standard 2SFCA method 
 The basic premise behind the 2SFCA method is to account for the supply and 
demand of primary health care providers. This method assumes a friction-of-distance 
coefficient (β) of 1 (full score) within the catchment area (e.g. 30-minute zone) and zero 
value beyond the catchment threshold. The following two steps need to be taken in order 
to apply the enhanced 2SFCA method in a GIS environment (ArcGIS Desktop 10 for the 
purpose of this research): 
1) Step 1 Calculate the practitioner-to-population ratio R for each PCP location:  
First, a new ID field is created respectively in both the PCP table (Table 1 in Figure 
3.10) and census blocks feature files (Table 2 in Figure 3.10), which ensures that each 
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record can be referenced in later steps. Tables 1 and 2 contain PCP and census blocks 
centroids data, respectively. These two feature files are used as the input for the 
creation of the OD cost matrix, (Table 3 in Figure 3.10). The reference fields, 
BlockID and PCPID, are in fact the OriginID and DestinationID on Table 3. Next, 
Table 3 is then joined with Table 2 by the BlockID field. This step is to add a census 
block population field, P, to Table 3 and the new (Table 4 in Figure 3.0) is saved as a 
result. Next, the population field in Table 4 is summarized (sum) by the OriginID 
field. This step creates a new (Table 5 in Figure 3.10) where the total population 
within a distance of 30 minutes of each PCP is summed and the practitioner-to-
population ratio R can be computed by the formula: 
  R = 1/Total population      (5) 
2) Step 2 Calculate the accessibility score A for each census block:  Once the ratio R 
is computed in Table 5 and can then be joined back to Table 3 by the OriginID field 
to create (Table 6 in Figure 3.10). Next, the ratio R is summarized (sum) by the 
DestinationID field to sum up the actual accessibility score (SumR) for each PCP 
location in (Table 7 in Figure 3.10). Table 7 is then joined with Table 2 by the 
BlockID field to create (Table 8 in Figure 3.10), in which an accessibility score value 
is associated with each census block for later mapping purpose. 
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Figure 3.10. A flowchart of the standard 2SFCA method within the ArcGIS environment. 
Modified from Luo & Wang (2003). 
3.3.2. The enhanced 2SFCA method 
 The standard method still uses the dichotomous distance decay function (1 within 
30-minutes of travel time and 0 outside the 30-minute zone) introduced by Luo and Wang 
(2003). As a result, all census blocks within the catchment area in both steps are given 
equal weights of 1 (i.e., full percentage of score) and the accessibility scores do not 
reflect the actual distance decay effect that must affect them, particularly within the 30-
minute zone (or any other present cutoff threshold). This limitation necessitated another 
enhancement to the standard method. Luo & Qi (2009) proposed an enhanced version of 
the 2SFCA, in which two sets of weighting schemas were adopted to capture the potential 
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effects of distance decay within the 30-minute zone. The E2SFCA, as it was dubbed, 
introduced the use of weights substituting “the dichotomous 0 and 1 in 2SFCA”, solving, 
at the same time, “the problem of not differentiating accessibility within the catchment” 
(Luo & Qi, 2009, p. 1103). 
 To test and compare the effects of a number of distance decay functions 
commonly used in accessibility studies, this research introduces several means of 
computing accessibility through the use of various distance decay functions. These 
functions include a discrete system of two weight sets similar to Luo & Qi (2009), and a 
continuous system employing three distance decay functions (Gaussian, Inverse Distance, 
and Negative Exponential functions) based on the impedance functions discussed by 
Kwan (1998) :  
1) Discrete distance decay functions: Travel times were divided into four travel time 
zones from the locations of PCPs, below 10 minutes, 10–20 minutes, 20–30 minutes 
and more than 30 minutes respectively. Subsequently, two sets of weights are 
employed: (1, 0.42, 0.09, 0) and (1, 0.68, 0.22, 0), respectively. These two weighting 
systems suggest that the potential access to PCP declines with travel time (with the 
first set decline much faster than the second set) contrary to the standard method, 
which implies all PCPs within 30 minutes are of equal access. The different weights 
thus can be reasonably interpreted as the likelihood of a visit to a specific PCP 
determined by the distances between physician and population. The same 
interpretation can also apply to the weights estimated based on the below continuous 
distance decay foundations. 
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2) Continuous distance decay functions: The continuous distance decay functions 
assigns values for using continuous distance decay functions rather than discrete 
functions. In this study, a hybrid weighting system is adopted. Within 30 minutes of 
drive, the weights decline continuously with distance given by certain mathematical 
functions, such as Inverse Distance, Negative Exponential, and Gaussian functions, 
while outside 30 minutes, weights are assigned as zero as in the standard method and 
above discrete systems: 
 Inverse Distance Decay function: 
          (6) 
Where dij is the distance between location i and j. In this study, parameter α equals 
to 1.  
 Negative Exponential Distance Decay function: 
         (7) 
Where dij is the distance between location i and j. In this study, parameter β is set 
to 0.15 
 Gaussian Distance Decay function: 
         (8) 
Where dij is the distance between location i and j. In this study, parameter v is set 
to 180 
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 To calculate these new accessibility scores with various distance decay functions, 
a set of two more generalized formulas must be used in Step 1 and Step 2 respectively 
instead: 
   =
  
                
         (9) 
 where    is the population of location (or administrative unit) k whose centroids 
lies within the catchment j (      ),    is the number of PCPs at location j, and     is 
the travel time between k and j.     is the weight given by any of the above distance 
decay functions. 
   
 =                          (10) 
 where   
  denotes the accessibility of population at location i to physicians. 
Likewise,     is the weight given by any of the above distance decay functions. As a 
result, the accessibility measures (Figure. 3.11) of these five additional variations can be 
easily computed by following the similar two steps of the regular 2SFCA with only two 
additional sub-steps (Figure. 3.12): 
1) In Step 1of the standard 2SFCA, a new population field is added for each distance 
decay function in Table 4 right after its creation, which is filled with the population 
weighted (multiplied) by its corresponding distance decay function.  
2) In Step 2, a new ratio field is added in Table 6 right after its creation, filled with the 
ratio weighted (multiplied) by its corresponding distance decay function. 
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Figure 3.11. Sample table of accessibility scores using the dichotomous, discrete, and 
continuous distance decay functions. 
 
Figure 3.12. A flowchart of the enhanced 2SFCA method within the ArcGIS 
environment.  Modified from Luo & Wang (2003). 
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter presents the results and major findings of applying both the standard 
and enhanced 2SFCA methods in the study area. Section 4.1 discusses the spatial 
distribution of primary health care demand. This section not only highlights the basic 
demographic characteristics of the population but also look at non-spatial factors that 
affect such a demand. Section 4.2 provides an assessment of the standard 2SFCA method. 
It also discusses the aggregation of the accessibility values at the census block level 
compared to the census tract level, and investigates the relationship between accessibility 
values and the underlying demand traits. Section 4.3 includes the results of accessibility 
to PCPs based on the alternative distant decay functions as discussed in Chapter 3. It is 
worth to note that the results are from a census blocks dataset consisting of 39,182 blocks 
with a total population of 1,589,934 according to the 2011 Census of population. 
4.1. Spatial Distribution of Primary Health care Demand 
In order to make sense of the findings of this research, it is crucial to know first 
the population distribution in the study area. The polycentric metro area of the Nashville 
MSA has the highest density, primarily concentrated around the following places: 
Nashville, Murfreesboro, Smyrna, Lebanon, Brentwood, Franklin, Hendersonville, and 
Gallatin (Figure. 4.1). In addition, there are also other concentrations in the periphery 
around Springfield, Lafayette, Portland and Dickson. It also can be observed that there is 
a high correlation of population concentrations with the Interstate highways, primarily I-
24 and I-40. Moreover, these high-density areas are where most of the PCPs operating in 
the study area are located.
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Figure 4.1. Population density of the Nashville MSA at census tract level. The highest 
density occurs along Interstate highways and around major cities like Nashville, Franklin, 
and Murfreesboro. Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
In order to understand the spatial distribution of primary care demands 
differentiated by non-spatial factors, Census 2000 data, even though somewhat outdated, 
was used in this thesis study since the long form survey were removed in the 2010 
Census. Several maps were created to illustrate the distribution of the population based 
on race. These maps showed that Hispanics are but concentrated mainly in the east and 
southeast of Nashville (Figure. 4.2). African Americans, on the other hand, are 
concentrated in the northern side of Nashville, as well as, in other pockets around 
Murfreesboro, Antioch, and Springfield (Figure. 4.3). Finally, Asians are mainly 
concentrated around the south of Nashville, and south of Murfreesboro (Figure. 4.4). 
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Figure 4.2. Spatial distribution of the Hispanic population residing in the Nashville MSA. 
Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
 
Figure 4.3. Spatial distribution of the African American population residing in the 
Nashville MSA. Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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Figure 4.4. Spatial distribution of the Asian population residing in the Nashville MSA. 
Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
Following the guidelines of health care shortage designated by the HRSA and the 
various studies that incorporated non-spatial factors that affect access to health care , 
thirteen variables were chosen and mapped at the Census tracts level to illustrate the 
influence of non-spatial factors (Field K. , 2000; Wang & Luo, 2005). These thirteen 
variables are classified in five categories: 
1) Demographic variables: these variables represent the populations with high health 
care needs, including: 
a. Seniors sixty-five and older: The census tracts with the high concentration of 
senior population (about 30%) are mainly located in Davidson County around 
Nashville, as well as other pockets in the periphery of the Nashville MSA 
such as Cannon, Dickson, Hickman, Macon, and Robertson counties (Figure. 
4.5).  
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b. Children up to age four: A percentage range of 6-10% of this demographic 
group can be observed across the Nashville MSA, with the higher percentages 
(10-18%) found in Nashville, Antioch, La Vergne, and Franklin (Figure. 4.6).  
c. Women of childbearing ages 15 to 44: The areas where the high percentage of 
this group of women of childbearing age are found south of Nashville, 
Antioch, and Murfreesboro (Figure. 4.7).  
2) Socioeconomic status: these variables indicate low socioeconomic status, which “may 
incur important barriers to health access…and lead to ill health includes” (Wang & 
Luo, 2005, p. 136). 
a. Population in poverty: People in poverty are one of the target groups 
highlighted by the HRSA in HPSA designation. The census tracts with the 
high percentage of people in poverty (as high as 68%) can be found in inner 
city of Nashville as well as on the edges of the Nashville MSA, primarily in 
Cheatham, Hickman, Cannon, and Macon counties (Figure. 4.8).  
b. Female-headed households: the census tracts with the high percentage of 
female-headed households (as high as 76%) are mainly located in northern 
Nashville and the areas southeast along I-24 (Figure. 4.9).  
c. Home ownership: most census tracts in the study area are dominated by the 
housing units residing by primarily homeowners, with the exception of the 
inner city of Nashville and Murfreesboro, which exhibit low percentages of 
home ownership (Figure.4.10). 
d. Median income: The populations with high median incomes mostly reside in 
the southern part of the Nashville MSA, particularly around Franklin, 
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Brentwood (where the wealthiest residents of the Nashville MSA live), and 
Hendersonville (Figure. 4.11). 
3) Environment. These variables indicate poor sanitary conditions and overcrowded 
living quarters, which may lead to illnesses and sickness. 
a. Households with an average of more than one person per room: of all 
occupied households, the high percentage of these households (as high as 
17%) can be found west and southeast of Nashville (Figure. 4.12).  
b. Housing units lacking of basic amenities: the high percentage of such housing 
units (as high as 20%) can be observed in some parts of Hickman, 
Williamson, Cannon, Smith, and Macon counties (Figure. 4.13).  
4) Linguistic barriers and education. The inability to speak English or other commonly 
used languages hinders the ability to get health care access. Being a part of a minority 
group, or lacking a sound educational attainment affects the ability to look up or 
search for health services. 
a. Nonwhite population: the highest percentages of non-whites can be found 
primarily in the areas close to the downtown Nashville, north of Nashville and 
southeastward along I-24. Other clusters can also be found around Gallatin, 
Lebanon, and Franklin (Figure. 4.14). 
b. Population without a high school diploma: the high percentage of this group 
(as high as 54%) can be found in many tracts, accounting for whole counties 
at times. Such clusters can also be seen in Cheatham, Sumner, Hickman, 
Cannon, Dickson, Trousdale, Macon, and Warren counties. Areas with low 
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percentages can be observed near Franklin, and Brentwood, an indication of 
higher social status and affluence at those locations (Figure. 4.15).  
c. Households who are linguistically isolated: this group has a low percentage 
overall except for some areas east of Nashville (Figure. 4.16) 
5) Transportation mobility. Ownership of vehicles allows households to have better 
mobility and access to health care. Members of households without vehicles face 
using public transport or other means to access health care services. 
a. Households without vehicles: tracts with the high percentage are clustered in 
Nashville, and to some extent in Macon, Trousdale, and Smith counties 
(Figure. 4.17). 
 
 
Figure 4.5. Spatial distribution of seniors sixty-five years and older residing in the 
Nashville MSA. Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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Figure 4.6. Spatial distribution of children less than five years old residing in the 
Nashville MSA. Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
 
Figure 4.7. Spatial distribution of women of ages 15-44 residing in the Nashville MSA. 
Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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Figure 4.8. Spatial distribution of population in poverty residing in the Nashville MSA. 
Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
 
Figure 4.9. Spatial distribution of Female-headed households residing in the Nashville 
MSA. Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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Figure 4.10. Spatial distribution of home ownership in the Nashville MSA. Data Source 
(U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
 
Figure 4.11. Spatial distribution of median income of the population residing in the 
Nashville MSA. Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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Figure 4.12. Spatial distribution of housing unit lacking basic amenities in the Nashville 
MSA. Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
 
Figure 4.13. Spatial distribution of households with average of more than 1 person per 
room in the Nashville MSA. Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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Figure 4.14. Spatial distribution of non-white minorities residing in the Nashville MSA. 
Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
 
Figure 4.15. Spatial distribution of population 25 and up without high school diploma in 
the Nashville MSA. Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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Figure 4.16. Spatial distribution of households linguistically isolated in the Nashville 
MSA. Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
 
Figure 4.17. Spatial distribution of households without vehicles in the Nashville MSA. 
Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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4.2. Assessment of the Standard 2SFCA Method at Census Block Level 
The accessibility score map (Figure. 4.18) created using the default (dichotomous: 
weight stands at 1 within 30-minute drive and 0 outside) measure illustrates a huge 
variation in the accessibility to PCPs within the study area. The center of the Nashville 
MSA retains the highest accessibility, especially the area along a section of I-24 between 
Smyrna and Antioch. Yet, the periphery is mostly covered by the blocks with 
accessibility scores below the HRSA markers of physician shortage discussed in Chapter 
2 (≤1:3,500 and ≤1:3,000). Moreover, there is an apparent correlation between high 
accessibility and the Interstate and highway system (I-24, I-40) (Figure. 4.18). Being part 
of the route that people take to reach their PCP, such road segments should minimize the 
travel time due to high speed limits and eventually increase the accessibility score. A 
closer inspection of the dataset reveals that 16.2% (257,820/1,589,934) of the people 
living in the Nashville MSA are living in severe shortage areas where the practitioner-to-
population (PtP) ratio is less than 1:3500 (labeled as critical on the map). Likewise, 
21.8% (346,735 people) are living within the less than 1:3000 shortage areas (labeled as 
inferior on the map). 
The lower accessibility scores of the areas on the periphery of the Nashville MSA 
can be attributed to several factors, but most noticeable of which is the infamous “edge 
effect”. Lacking PCP data of the adjacent counties, one of the shortcomings of this 
research, would likely to have a direct impact on the accessibility rates for the areas along 
the edge of the study area. As discussed before, residents of the Nashville MSA are 
expected to travel outside the artificial administrative boundaries to seek primary health 
care in the next county or state if possible. Hence, the accessibility scores in the areas 
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along the edge are likely under-calculated due to the lack of PCP data in the surrounding 
counties (red on Figure. 4.18). 
 
Figure 4.18. Accessibility scores using the standard 2SFCA method at census block level 
(dichotomous function). Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011 and the American 
Medical Association (2010)) 
The majority of the population of the Nashville MSA lives in urban areas with 
68.3% of the total population. Rural and semi-urban areas, on the other hand, contain 
22.5%, and 9.2% of the population, respectively (Figure, 4.19). Of the total population 
living in the census blocks with accessibility score under the (≤ 1:3,500) marker, 55.8% 
(thus disproportionally) living in rural areas, 34.7% in urban areas, and 9.5% in semi-
urban areas (Table, 4.1). These percentages vary slightly for population living in census 
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blocks whose accessibility score is under the (≤ 1:3,000) marker. It was found that 53.6% 
reside in rural areas, 36.7 in urban areas, and 9.7% in semi-urban areas (Table, 4.1).  
 
Figure 4.19. The distribution of the population of the Nashville MSA in urban/rural areas. 
Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
 
Figure 4.20. The distribution of the population of the Nashville MSA whose accessibility 
scores are below the shortage markers by urban/rural type. Data Source: (U.S. Census 
Bureau, 2011b) 
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Urban % Semi-urban % Rural % Sum 
Total 
population 
1086516 68.3 145755 9.2 357663 22.5 1589934 
Pop. below 
(≤1:3500) 
89431 34.7 24617 9.5 143772 55.8 257,820 
Pop. below 
(≤1:3000) 
127303 36.7 33492 9.7 185940 53.6 346,735 
Table. 4.1. The distribution of the population of the Nashville MSA in urban/rural areas. 
Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
4.2.1. The advantages of conducting the analysis at the census block level 
As previously discussed, the 2SFCA method was developed to account for the 
supply (PCPs), and demand (population) sides. In order to perform such an analysis, the 
best representation of demand must be employed. Therefore, adopting an administrative 
unit of a county to represent people (families, households, or singles), is quite different 
than using a census tract, block group, or even a block. In Census 2010, the 100% 
population is reported at the smallest geographic unit of census block, and thus 
population counts at the census block level represent the most accurate spatial 
distribution of population available. We can simply compare the accessibility scores 
calculated directly at the block level (Figure. 4.18) with those calculated directly at the 
tract level (4.21) following the same methodology. We can observe that the overall 
patterns are similar in both maps. At the tracts level, 15.5% (247,143/1,589,934) of the 
population are in the areas where the PtP ratio is less than or equal to 1:3,500 (compared 
to 16.2% at block level) (Table. 4.2). Similarly, 24.5% (388,782/1,589,934) are in the 
areas the PtP ratio is less than or equal to 1:3,000 (compared to 21.8% at block level) 
(Table. 4.2). 
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Figure 4.21. Accessibility scores by the standard 2SFCA method at census tract level 
(dichotomous function). Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2011 and the American 
Medical Association (2010) 
Shortage 
threshold 
% population at 
block level 
% population at 
tract level-direct 
% population at 
tract level -average 
≤ 1:3,500 16.2% 15.5% 11.2% 
≤ 1:3,000 21.8% 24.5% 23.4% 
Table 4.2. Percentage of population under shortage threshold at different census levels. 
Data source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
However, the accessibility scores in Figure 4.18 (calculated at the block level) 
reveal much more geographic details. The close-up views in Figure 4.22 compare side by 
side several tracts and blocks of the same location in the study area. Observing the 
variation of accessibility values within census tracts revealed that certain locations that 
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exhibited high access at the tract level, displayed multiple access values (high and low) 
for the blocks contained in such tracts (Figure. 4.22). We can safely conclude that people 
residing in the same tract are unlikely to have a uniform level of access to health care 
services and hence the level of accessibility is not accurately represented when calculated 
directly at the census tract level. 
Previous work on accessibility to primary care mainly adopted the analysis at a 
coarser scale (e.g., administrative unites at the scale of counties, ZIP code areas, or 
census tracts) (Cervigni et al., 2008; Luo, 2004; Luo & Wang, 2003; Wang & Luo, 
2005). These studies clearly overlook the spatial variations on a finer scale (e.g. blocks). 
One of the main reasons that these studies chose to conduct the analysis at tract level is 
that the HRSA designate health care shortage areas at census tract level. However, it can 
be argued that the 2SFCA method is more suited to the census block level, which is the 
smallest geographic unit available from the U.S. census and thus, population counts at 
this scale represent the most accurate population distribution in any given U.S. area. In 
fact, the accessibility scores calculated at the block level can be easily summarized (e.g. 
with mean statistics) at large geographic scales such the tract level. Such a modifiable 
area unit problem (MAUP) may lead to imprecise reporting of the administrative unit’s 
health care needs if calculated directly at the tract level. In the MAUP “the aggregated 
units used are arbitrary with respect to the phenomena under investigation , yet the 
aggregation unit used will affect statistics determined on the basis of data reported in this 
way” (O'Sullivan & Unwin, 2003, p. 30). Not only the range of accessibility scores is 
quite lower than that at the census block level, but also the dynamics of health care needs 
within a large geographic region, such as a census tract, is ignored. Such a 
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misrepresentation is amplified if these data are aggregated to even larger area such as a 
county or state level. To help alleviate the scale issue as much as possible, allowed by the 
census data, and thus, the sometime unpredictable impact of MAUP, data at the census 
block level should be utilized to measure accessibility. 
As discussed before, the accessibility scores calculated at the block level can be 
easily summarized (e.g. with mean statistics) at large geographic scales such as the tract 
level. To illustrate this, the accessibility scores, created at the census block level, were 
aggregated to the census tract level. As shown in (Figure. 4.23), the overall distribution of 
accessibility scores aggregated (mean statistic is calculated) at the census tract level 
resembles that created directly using census tracts data (Figure. 4.21). Nonetheless, the 
direct method has more tracts with values under the shortage threshold than those 
aggregated using the mean values of blocks. Creating the accessibility dataset using mean 
aggregation at the tract level, 11.2% (177115/1589934) of the population are in areas 
where the PtP ratio is less than or equal to 1:3,500 (compared to 15.5% using direct 
computation). Similarly, 23.4% (371173/1589934) are in areas the PtP ratio is less than 
or equal to 1:3,000 (compared to 24.5% using direct computation) (Table 4.2). Overall, 
these numbers are comparable. Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25 show the maximum and 
minimum respectively of accessibility scores summarized at census tract level, again 
highlighting the masked spatial variations and details if calculated directly at the census 
travel level.  
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Figure 4.22. Comparison of accessibility scores at census tract (left column) and block 
level (right column). Distance decay method used is the dichotomous function. Data 
Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011a) 
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Figure 4.23. Aggregation of accessibility scores from the census block level to the census 
tract level using mean. Data source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
 
 
Figure 4.24. Aggregation of accessibility scores from the census block level to the census 
tract level using maximum. Data source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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Figure 4.25. Aggregation of accessibility scores from the census block level to the census 
tract level using minimum. Data source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
4.2.2. Spatial distribution of non-spatial factors in comparison to accessibility Scores 
 In the light of assessing accessibility to PCPs for the total residents in the study 
area, it is equally important to examine how certain demographic groups, in particular, 
may be influenced by thesis accessibility measures. The same groups of non-spatial 
factors, discussed in section 4.1, were studied against the accessibility map (Figure. 4.18). 
First, looking at the demographic groups based on race (African American, Asian, and 
Hispanic), it was observed that the areas with high concentration of these demographic 
groups were located in areas with the relatively high levels of accessibility in the 
Nashville MSA (Figure. 4.26). Almost 90% of the population pertaining to these groups 
lives in the census blocks with accessibility scores well above the HRSA threshold of 
practitioner-to-population shortage markers (Table. 4.3). The Asian demographic group 
certainly enjoys the best accessibility with only 4.7% (1,702/36,306 people) living in the 
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areas under the (≤ 1:3,500) marker, and 8.7% (3,154/36,306 people) under the (≤ 
1:3,000) marker. The Hispanic demographic group, on the other hand, is relatively 
disadvantageous with 9.9% (9.762/98,522 people) captured under the (≤ 1:3,500) marker, 
and 12.2% (11,992/98,522 people) under the (≤ 1:3,000) marker. In terms of total number 
of people, there were 24, 235 people found residing in the census blocks where the PtP 
ratio is (≤ 1:3,500), and a total of 32, 671 people in the census blocks where the PtP ratio 
is (≤ 1:3,000). Although these figures might appear modest, yet it is still quite a big 
challenge to make sure that primary care service reach these thousands of people living in 
the study area. 
Measure (≤1:3500) Total % (≤1:3000) Total % 
Hispanic 9,762 98522 9.9 11,992 98522 12.2 
African 
American 
12,771 242264 5.3 17,525 242264 7.2 
Asian 1,702 36306 4.7 3,154 36306 8.7 
Table 4.3. Demographic groups (race) captured under the HRSA shortage markers. Data 
source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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Figure 4.26. Comparison of accessibility scores among demographic groups. (A). All 
Population, (B) Hispanics, (C) African American, and (D) Asian. Data source: (U.S. 
Census Bureau, 2011b) 
 Of the demographic variables, both children under 5 years old (Figure. 4.27-C), 
and women 14-44 (Figure. 4.27-D) have relatively higher accessibility than seniors aged 
65 and up overall (Figure. 4.27-B). The tracts with high concentration of all three 
demographic groups are situated either in the heart of urban areas or along interstate 
routes which, in the presence of personal or public transport, could facilitate better access 
to health care . Socioeconomic status factors, on the other hand, show varied results. The 
population in poverty living in Nashville, Murfreesboro, and Lebanon benefit from high 
access while those who live in counties on the periphery face low accessibility (Figure. 
4.28-D). In addition, the majority of female-headed households lie in Nashville where 
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access is high (Figure. 4.28-B). The heart of the Nashville MSA also contains the low 
percentages of homeowners, yet this group also enjoys high access (Figure. 4.28-C). 
Finally, people with the low median income are concentrated around (upper) Nashville, 
Murfreesboro, Gallatin, and Lebanon. Those with the highest median income reside, as 
expected, in rich neighborhoods around Franklin and Brentwood. Both groups in urban 
areas enjoy high level of access to PCPs, yet it is the low-income residents, who live in 
counties on the periphery (e.g., Hickman, Cannon, and Macon), that are placed at 
disadvantageous position (Figure. 4.28-B). We need to point out though that some low 
income households may enjoy high level of spatial accessibility and this does not mean 
they can realize the benefit since they may lack of means to buy health insurance, 
maintain a healthy diet, or own vehicles to make necessary trip to health care facilities. 
 Examining the environmental factors shows that the high percentages of 
households with an average of more than one person per room live in the areas of high 
accessibility (Figure. 4.29-C), while housing units lacking basic amenities are within 
shortage areas (Figure. 4.29-D). Overcrowding and poor sanitary conditions signal a 
health threat to occupants of the house. Instances of these two conditions are obvious in 
the peri-urban areas of the Nashville MSA. Overcrowding in Nashville is expected due to 
the high number of residences compacted in small areas in the city. Moreover, a look at 
linguistic barriers and education reveals that nonwhite population (Figure. 4.29-G) is 
concentrated in the areas of high access, while the highest percentages of the population 
without a high school diploma are found, both, around Nashville (high access) and the 
edges of the Nashville MSA (low access) (Figure. 4.29-H). Linguistically isolated 
households, on the other hand, are located in the areas where there is high accessibility 
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(Figure. 4.29-E). As mentioned above, the availability of high spatial access to health 
care does not entail utilization of such services. It is interesting to assess the extent to 
which such groups could utilize good spatial accessibility as well as overcome linguistic 
and education barrier. Finally, the transportation mobility factor, where households 
without vehicles are concentrated around Nashville where there is high access and the 
possibility of using public transport is greater (Figure. 4.29-F). An efficient public 
transport system, unfortunately a weak spot in the Nashville MSA, could have provided 
better access to resident who do not own vehicles, making under-utilized facilities serve 
their potential of helping the public. 
 
Figure 4.27. Comparing Accessibility Scores to non-spatial factors-1. (B) Senior +65, (C) 
Children 0-4, and (D) Women of ages 14-44. Data source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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Figure 4.28. Comparing accessibility scores to non-spatial factors-2. (B) Median income, 
(C) Home ownership, and (D) Population in poverty Data source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 
2011b) 
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Figure 4.29. Comparing accessibility scores to non-spatial factors-3. (B) Female–headed 
households, (C) Households with an average of one person per room, (D) housing units 
lacking basic amenities, (E) Linguistically isolated households, (F) Households without 
vehicles,(G) Non-white minorities, and (H) population +25 years without a high school 
diploma. Data source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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4.3. The Enhanced 2SFCA Method 
This research has also tested a variety of distance decay functions in addition to 
the dichotomous weighting schema. This dichotomous weighting function was used in 
the standard 2SFCA, and it neglects the spatial variation within each catchment area and 
assigns a value of 1 within 30-minute drive and 0 outside the 30-minute zone. Figure 
(4.35) as well as Table (4.4) shows the overall differences in the accessibility scores 
between the standard 2SFCA method and its enhanced version. 
4.3.1. Discrete functions 
 These functions utilize the distance decay effect in creating three breaks with each 
break assigned a specific weight to be used in the computations. Weight set 1 (WS1) 
created a more gradual, gentle distance decay effect, increasing in some location the 
accessibility values when compared to the dichotomous function (Figure. 4.30). Applying 
this function created an output where 16.9% (269,103/1,589,934) of the people are in the 
(≤ 1:3,500) PtP shortage areas, and 20.7% (329,318 people) are in the (≤ 1:3,000) areas 
(Tab. 4.4). Weight set 2 (WS2), on the other hand, represents a sharper, steeper distance 
decay effect, rendering much of the study area to exhibit shortage statuses, with only a 
few “islands” of fair accessibility (Figure. 4.31). Applying this function created an output 
where 55.7% (885,100/1,589,934) of the people are in the (≤ 1:3,500) PtP shortage areas, 
and 63.5% (1,009,502 people) are in the (≤ 1:3,000) areas (Tab. 4.4). 
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Figure 4.30. Accessibility scores calculated with a discrete function (WS1). Data source: 
(U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
 
Figure 4.31. Accessibility scores calculated with a discrete function (WS2). Data source: 
(U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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4.3.2. Continuous functions 
 Instead of breaking the distance as measured in minutes of travel time into several 
travel time zones, these continuous functions were used to create continuous weights at 
each distance up to the 30-minutes cutoff travel time. The application of these functions 
showed that percentage of population under the shortage markers of the HRSA (≤ 1:3,500 
and ≤ 1:3,000) was relatively comparable. The spatial pattern of the resulting 
accessibility maps was different, with the Gaussian function illustrating the slowest rate 
of decline. The first continuous function, inverse distance function (IDF, shown in 
Figure. 4.32), created an output where 21.8% (346,474/1,589,934) of the people are in the 
(≤ 1:3,500) PtP shortage areas, and 26.6% (422,615 people) are in the (≤ 1:3,000) areas 
(Tab. 4.4). The second continuous function, Negative Exponential function (Exp, Figure. 
4.33), produces an output where 24.7% (393,375/1,589,934) of the people are in the (≤ 
1:3,500) PtP shortage areas, and 30.4% (482,621 people) are in the (≤ 1:3,000) areas 
(Tab. 4.4). Finally, the third continuous function, the Gaussian (Figure 4.34), created an 
output where 22.9% (364,612/1,589,934) of the people are in the (≤ 1:3500) PtP shortage 
areas, and 28.7% (456,210 people) are in the (≤ 1:3000) areas (Tab. 4.4). 
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Figure 4.32. Accessibility scores calculated with a continuous function (IDF). Data 
source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
 
Figure 4.33. Accessibility scores calculated with a continuous function (negative 
exponential). Data Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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Figure 4.34. Accessibility scores calculated with a continuous function (gaussian). Data 
Source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
In summary, it is fair to say that, judging from the findings, that integrating 
different distance decay functions to the 2SFCA inevitably created results that differed 
greatly from when comparing the dichotomous, discrete, and continuous functions. 
Compared to the dichotomous function used by the standard method, the discrete 
functions employing the two weights sets, generates accessibility scores with shortage 
areas (in terms of population, area, or number of census blocks) that are, either less than 
the standard 2SFCA method (Weight set 1), or categorically higher (Weight set 2) 
(Figures. 4.18, 4.30, and 4.31). The continuous functions on the other hand have created 
scores that are slightly higher than the standard method, with the negative exponential 
function exhibiting the highest population in shortage areas, and the IDF function 
inhibiting the lowest population in relevant shortage areas (Figure. 4.32). Either of these 
distance decay functions can be adopted to compute accessibility based on the 
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phenomena under consideration. If, for example, accessibility to emergency or heart care 
centers is under consideration, then a steeper distance decay function can be used to 
reflect how costly distance or travel time is. Moreover, it can be observed that 
accessibility scores calculated using the standard 2SFCA and the set of distance decay 
functions have all been affected by discrepancies in the road network dataset. Evidence of 
that is clear in the areas where the disconnection because of natural barriers causes an 
“island” effect where accessibility scores are lower than neighboring blocks (Figure. 
4.39). 
2SFCA (≤ 1:3500) (≤ 1:3000) 
Distance 
decay 
function 
Area Blocks Population Area Blocks Population 
Dichotomous 2,740 10,241 257,820 3,349 13,034 346,735 
Weight Set 1 3,051 10,117 269,103 3,494 12,087 329,318 
Weight Set 2 5,036 22,873 885,100 5,203 24,997 1,009,502 
IDF 4,071 13,543 346,474 4,404 15,405 422,615 
Negative 
exponential 
4,098 13,474 393,375 4,418 15,553 482,621 
Gaussian 3,668 12,001 364,612 4,073 14,332 456,210 
Table 4.4. Comparisons of different distance-decay functions. Data source: (U.S. Census 
Bureau, 2011b) 
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Figure 4.35. Comparison of different distance-decay functions. Note: (A) Standard, (B) 
WS1, (C) WS2, (D) IDF, (E) Negative exponential, (F) Gaussian. The highest values of 
accessibility are shown in Dark Green while the lowest values are in light green. Data 
source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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Figure 4.36. Comparisons of different distance-decay functions with shortage thresholds 
(population). Data source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
 
Figure 4.37. Comparisons of different distance-decay functions with shortage thresholds 
(area square miles). Data source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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Figure 4.38. Comparisons of different distance-decay functions with shortage thresholds 
(number of census blocks). Data source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b) 
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Figure 4.39. The effect of natural barriers on accessibility scores. The two bridges (A and 
B) that cross the J Percy Priest reservoir clearly affect the accessibility values around 
them (top).  The same effect can be seen where a bridge (C) crosses the Old Hickory 
Lake (bottom). Data source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011b)
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
5.1. Conclusions 
As more attention is geared towards providing funds and health services to local 
administrations and organizations, the more it is vital to identify such locations with 
underserved population. The DHHS created criteria to designate shortage areas in the 
form of HPSAs, and MUA/MUPs. Such a designation focuses on the availability of 
practitioners, the target population, and the assignment of shortage status to 
administrative units. This shortage designation system adopted a method of carrying out 
simple math by dividing the number of PCPs over the population contained within a 
legislative unit such as a census tract. Such an approach to identify shortage areas is 
deficient because it overlooks the ability and willingness of people to cross legislative 
borders to acquire the needed health services as well as the impacts of spatial separation 
on people’s decision-making processing. Therefore, researchers devised a spatial measure 
to take into account the accessibility to practitioners available outside that imaginary line 
of an administrative unit as well as travel distance/time. 
This research aimed to measure accessibility to PCPs in the Nashville MSA. The 
methodology adopted calculates accessibility by defining both demand and supply of 
primary care services. It also utilizes the road network of the study area to create an 
impedance measure (travel time) and conduct service area analysis. This research builds 
on previous work concerning accessibility to primary care physicians, and employs the 
standard 2SFCA method at the census block level, which provides a more accurate 
representation of primary health care shortage in the study area. Contrary to previous 
studies, which adopted coarse (large) units of analysis to perform accessibility  
  
 
 
calculation, this research was conducted at the census block level. The analysis at the 
finest (smallest) available census units allows for a better representation of the population 
under the study. The resulting analysis can be reported at a higher classification such as a 
census tract, county, or MSA. In addition, this research also tested several improvements 
over the standard 2SFCA method by integrating several commonly used discrete and 
continuous distance decay functions. Introducing these distance decay functions helped 
account for the lack of an impedance measure within the catchment areas of the supply 
and demand variables. Testing these distance decay functions resulted in varied 
accessibility outcomes such as a sharp decline of accessibility (e.g. WS1), or a gradual 
decline (e.g. WS2). Such variation provides options to implement the 2SFCA method to 
serve different goals. For example, measuring accessibility to emergency rooms takes 
into consideration the limited time available for a patient to reach the facility, therefore, it 
is necessary to apply a function that simulates a steep decline of accessibility in such 
cases (e.g. WS1 or IDF). One of the benefits of applying the 2SFCA method is that it can 
utilize any possible spatial distance variable implemented within a network analysis, be it 
roads, tracks, or trails. This is quite important because it allows for applying the spatial 
measures to accessibility, discussed in this research, to a broader geography that is not 
limited to urban settings. 
Applying the 2SFCA method to measure spatial accessibility to PCPs revealed 
that 16.2% of the people in the Nashville MSA are living in areas where the accessibility 
values are below the 1:3,500 PtP ratio, and 21.8% in areas below the 1:3,000 PtP ratio. 
Identifying location where these residents live is vital for channeling funding by the 
DHHS programs. However, the existing measure of shortage addresses only a 
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practitioner-to-population ratio within a confined space. The percentages of population 
living in low accessibility areas are lost in the application of a measure based solely on 
ratios. Ten percent of the population in low access areas in Nashville is a strikingly 
different number from the same percentage of the population of New York City. 16.2% 
of the population in the Nashville MSA living in areas of low accessibility might indicate 
a negative or positive percentage, yet the fact remains that there is about a total of 
260,000 people living in such shortage areas. Moreover, the majority of such population 
resides in rural areas where there is an amplified impact of deficient access to PCPs. 
Nevertheless, about a third of the population with critical accessibility lives in urban 
areas that would necessitate a different approach of analyzing the barriers that would 
hinder the access to PCPs. 
Furthermore, comparing accessibility values against demographic characteristics, 
as well as non-spatial factors, revealed that areas where such factors heighten the most 
have fair or good accessibility. This indicates that the majority of the Nashville MSA 
residents have good access to many primary care services where it matters the most, yet 
the more rural areas of the Nashville MSA encounter accessibility values below the 
shortage threshold set by the HRSA. The introduction of data on PCPs from the 
surrounding counties to the Nashville MSA would certainly increase the accuracy and 
validity of performing a study similar to the one conducted in this research. 
5.2. Future Research 
This research makes use of data that is freely available to the public, and GIS 
software that is becoming more and more powerful and affordable to researchers and 
academics. The steps carried out in this study could be replicated wherever similar 
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datasets and software are available. In addition, the fact that the U.S. Census Bureau 
updates the census data decennially means that ongoing studies of accessibility could also 
be updated to account for population growth and urban development. Therefore, this 
research suggests performing studies on accessibility to primary care physicians, as well 
as to other health services (e.g., emergency response, stroke and trauma centers) for the 
Nashville MSA utilizing the most the latest data. Such an effort should create a better 
insight on the delivery of health services in this region. 
 In addition, certain census data that were not available at the time this research 
was completed could be employed, when available, in the analysis of accessibility. From 
the complete release of U.S. Census 2010 as well as American Community Survey (ACS) 
five year aggregates, more up-to-date demographic characteristics (age, sex, etc...), 
income, household ownership, linguistic isolation, and ownership of vehicles, can all be 
incorporated to formulate a better understanding of accessibility. Such non-spatial and 
spatial factors can then be integrated for a more complete measure of accessibility similar 
to a previous research by (Wang & Luo, 2005).  
In addition, future research might consider creating a customized weight system 
to be integrated in the second step of the enhanced 2SFCA method. This system would 
assign different weights to particular demographic groups who have higher health care 
needs (population +65, children, women, etc.). Such a system considers the higher 
number of physician visits, as well as, the urgency or difficulty of making a trip to the 
doctor. The population with the higher personal mobility is usually younger and may 
require fewer visits to a physician. Therefore, the lower the personal mobility and the 
higher the health needs should reflect in a higher weight assigned for that group of the 
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total population. Such a measure should create a better representation of the health needs 
of the population (demand). 
Furthermore, a different impedance threshold than the 30-minute one used in this 
research can be implemented to serve different scenarios of spatial access to services. The 
30-minute threshold was adopted in research on the access to primary health care because 
it was a standard set by the DHHS. Such a threshold, however, can be substituted with a 
smaller or larger value. Measuring accessibility in rural areas might require the 
implementation of a higher value (e.g., 60 or 120 minutes) to simulate the longer drives 
and low density of roads compared to urban areas. Implementing lower thresholds on the 
other hand, could be useful for measuring access to emergency rooms or trauma centers 
because of the limited time patients have to reach the service. 
The analyses presented in this research could be potentially useful for studying 
the current settings and attributes of primary care services and choosing new locations for 
such service. Possible changes of accessibility made by a hypothetical introduction of 
PCPs in a study area can be easily simulated in a GIS. Such an advantage could assist 
local health programs to choose the optimum location of future primary care facilities and 
thus, alleviate any deficiency of service delivery. The analysis could also be extended to 
measure accessibility to other services like judiciary offices, schools districts, food 
catering or similar services. It would be interesting to see if the methodology employed in 
this research was adopted to serve other purposes such as those mentioned above. It 
would be equally interesting to implement the accessibility measure discussed in this 
research to study areas or regions where only unpaved roads or trails exist. Such studies 
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could help analyze accessibility to services, health or otherwise, in parts of the world 
where accessibility research is non-existent. 
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APPENDIX 
Appendix. A. Feature class descriptions of road segments employed in network analysis. 
Data source: (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011a) 
MTFCC Feature Class Description (Current MAF/TIGER Database) 
s1100 Primary roads are generally divided, limited-access highways within the 
interstate highway system or under state management, and are 
distinguished by the presence of interchanges. These highways are 
accessible by ramps and may include some toll highways. 
s1200 Secondary roads are main arteries, usually in the U.S. Highway, State 
Highway or County Highway system. These roads have one or more 
lanes of traffic in each direction, may or may not be divided, and usually 
have at-grade intersections with many other roads and driveways. They 
often have both a local name and a route number.  
s1400 Generally a paved non-arterial street, road, or byway that usually has a 
single lane of traffic in each direction. Roads in this feature class may be 
privately or publicly maintained. Scenic park roads would be included in 
this feature class, as would (depending on the region of the country) 
some unpaved roads. 
s1500 An unpaved dirt trail where a four-wheel drive vehicle is required. These 
vehicular trails are found almost exclusively in very rural areas. Minor, 
unpaved roads usable by ordinary cars and trucks belong in the S1400 
category. 
s1630 A road that allows controlled access from adjacent roads onto a limited 
access highway, often in the form of a cloverleaf interchange. These 
roads are unaddressable. 
s1640 A road, usually paralleling a limited access highway, that provides 
access to structures along the highway. These roads can be named and 
may intersect with other roads. 
s1710 A path that is used for walking, being either too narrow for or legally 
restricted from vehicular traffic. 
s1730 A service road that does not generally have associated addressed 
structures and is usually unnamed. It is located at the rear of buildings 
and properties and is used for deliveries. 
s1740 A road within private property that is privately maintained for service, 
extractive, or other purposes. These roads are often unnamed. 
s1750 Internal U.S. Census Bureau use. 
s1780 The main travel route for vehicles through a paved parking area. 
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GLOSSARY 
Cited from (Wade & Sommer, 2006) 
Term Definition 
GIS An integrated collection of computer software and data used to view 
and manage information about geographic places, analyze, spatial 
relationships, and model spatial processes. A GIS provides a 
framework for gathering and organizing spatial data and related 
information so that it can be displayed and analyzed. 
Network 
Analysis 
Any method of solving network problems such as traversability, rate 
of flow, or capacity, using network connectivity. 
Spatial Analysis The process of examining the locations, attributes, and relationships 
of features and spatial data through overlay and other analytical 
techniques in order to address a question or gain useful knowledge. 
Spatial analysis extracts or creates new information from spatial 
data. 
Choropleth map A thematic map in which areas are distinctly colored or shaded to 
represent classed values of a particular phenomenon. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
 
Acronym Definition 
CMS Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
COGME Council on Graduate Medical Education 
GAO U.S. Government Accountability Office 
DHHS Department of Health and Human Services 
HPSA health professional shortage area 
HRSA Health Resources and Services Administration 
MUA medically underserved area 
MUP medically underserved population 
FCA Floating catchment Area 
2SFCA Two-step floating catchment area 
E2SFCA Enhanced two-step floating catchment area 
CFCC Census Feature Class Codes 
MTFCC MAF/TIGER Feature Class Code  
MSA Metropolitan statistical area 
BTS Bureau of Transportation Statistics 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
